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CINCHO-QUININE.
NINE holds ALL the important constituents of Peruvian Bark in their alkaloid condition. It contains no

a Wete of cinchonine or sulphate of quinine, but cinchonine, quinine, quinidine, etc., with.ut acid combinations. It
Yearly four years mince it was placed in the hands of physiciaris for trial, and the verdict in its favor is decisive.

4t t4 The cut below gives the size of the oue ounce phial, and the form of putting up.

hia n.Present price of sulphate of I bave used Cincho-Quinine in eigbt

>Iiee 'e "' sold at about one-half the or ten cases, and have reasen t0 think

on that agent, and with the testi- well of the resuits. I give it as I do

%tiOered that it has equal tonic and the sulphate, 10 grains in five doses

eriodic effects, and that it is less during the intermission, and 5 grains

""~aloable th sem ob ogood eue or two heurs before a paroxysm is
4r, onble, tere seems to be no go

'114yYîtbould not be universally due, and continue to give ô grains once

1br 64 y the Profession. a-week for three weeks. I shah con-

• PEKNs, of Chestertown es4% tme eue ounce by mail -J. . DowN-
__e b 10, 1, M.D., CWpping Fuini, New York.

le~~~~h sulphate 10t grfn inb five dosesit-MM ;'

trat. O8 :--" I have used your pre
Ile of Cincho-Quinine during the
td - er in a malarious district.

t4 fq5t e'ntirely reliable as a substi-e the sulphate of quinine. It
ta 8ss unpleasant effects on the

in much better borne by the
fo f ' the cases of children, I

nd it to be a very desirable
f1% il o Qaccount of the much less

a , t taste. I use it satisfacto-
It b ""cases as a substitute for the

Of nve Used one and a-half ounces
15fa ,0 Oho-Quinine, and I think

St rY of its effects. In a case
ul ttent fever (the patient from
and~ ), Ifound it to operate a,

inil as promptly as suilphate of
t% 0'1thout any unpleasant heado at a' In no case have I discov-

te, as upleasant cerebral disturb-
often found in the use of

le n--J. M. ALDRICH, M.D.-

sed several ounces of Cin-
a. ne with the most complete

.q Prefer it to the sulphate ol
'"th 1 ,'r intermittents, especially

4. n I can strongly recom-

the Profession generally.-

After further continued trial of the
incho-Quinine, I can safely say that
t is a most excellent remedy, The
ibsence of cinchonism in its use, its
oeomparatively pleasant taste,its cheap-

ness, with its fully equal tonic and an-
ti-periodic qualities, make it an article
which must soon be indispensable in
the list of remedies of every intelligent
ohysician.-S. A. BUTTERFIELD, M.D.,
[ndianapolis, Ind.

I have been using the Cincho-Qui-
nine in my practice in intermittents
and remittents, and I think weil of its
[ believe it to be quite equal to the
sulphate, with all the advantages
which you claim for it.-J. C. Ross,
M.D., Lincoln, Ili.

I bave used an ounce of Cincho-
Quinine in some obstinate cases of
intermittent neuralgia and ague, and
am happy to state that it has thus far
sustained in full the anticipation raised
by what you have claimed for it.' Dr.
S. S. Cutter, of this city, has an exten-
sive general practice, and he informed
me a few days ago that the Cincho.
Quinine was giving satisfaotion.-J
H. BEECH, Coldwater, Mich.

- C. M., Perry, Iowa. We eau uow supplj SUGAR-COAT-
%%ed Ineho-Quinine which I have ED CINCIIO - QUININE PILLS of
titit entire satisfaction. It has three sizes, namelj, 1 grain, 2 grains,

0 % aalvantages which you claim and 3 grains, lu such quantities as are

Prxde doubtless it will in time wauted. They are placed lu viala
e*te use of sulphate of qui- holding 100 each

'À&Wi@ 'Y.SMUEL W. COONS, M. to - ne-haîf that cf Quinine Pis. Dcie
the same.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO. (Successors to James R. Nichols & Co'
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS, BOSTON, MASS.

ere of Acid8, Chloroform, Ether, Preparatios of Gold, Silver, TIn, Z4ne Lead, Iron, oisth, and
ý7* Pure Chemica used inx Medicine or the Artir.

and $Uroieal $tttnttt
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M O L L E R'S
PUrEsT NoaïWEciAN 00D-1.IVER i

DE BEscHE, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, says':
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes."

ABBOTTS SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: the
easily assinilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the other
oil are.'

Da. RIDDOCKS, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: "We are glad to be able to give
phatic recoinmendation to so pure a preparation." 001J. MAaioN Sims, M. D., New York, says: "I have prescribed it almost daily, and have
reason to h perfectly satisfied with it." peDR. L. A. SAYRE, New York, says : " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oil which 10
fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."

N.[B. SANDS, M.D., New York, says: "It is remarkably free from impurities"

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK-.
Sole Agents for United States and ______

MICROSCOPES.
JAMES W. QJEEN & CO.,

924 Chestnut-St, 601 Broadway,
PRILADELPHIA. NEW YORK. g
EEP constantly in stoco, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found lt f¢

-K house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and Obje e,
by Powell & Lealand, Ross, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc. ; and being the exclusive Agents, for the United O ef
of MEsaRs. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the prodvctions of these most eminent manufacturers. Ala 0'

10,000 PR PA E- OJJECTS,
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.
Addre8s as above.

S PECIALTY! ! !!
ANATOMICAL MODELS & OSTEOLOGICAL PREPARATIO

SKELETONS,

SKULLS (Adult and Fætal),

PATHOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS,

ANATOMICAL CHARTS,

Àf MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS AND INSTRUMENTS,

CHROMOS FOR OFFICE AND PARLOR.

PATENT MEDICINE CASES.
Inquiries promptly answered, and Catalogues sent. Address,

BERENDSOHN BROS., 23 John St., New
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

BRAITHWAITE'S RETROSPECT
for January, 1875; $1.50.

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS;
4th edition; eloth, 84.25.

SALTER'S DENTAL PATHOLOGY AND SURGERY;
cloth, $4.50.

BEAiRD & ROCKWELL'S MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ELECTRICITY.
Second edition, revised, enlarged and mostly rewritten.

Cloth, 86.25; leather, 07.25.

ROBERTS ON URINARY AND RENAL DISEASES.
Second edition; cloth, $4.50.

PARRISI'S TREATISE ON PHARMACY.
Fourth edition; cloth, $5.50.

LINCOLN'S ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS; $1.50.

SWAIN'S MANUAL OF SURGTCAL EMERGENCIES.
Illustrated; $2.00.

CLAY'S HANDBOOK OF OBSTETRIC SURGERY.
Third edition; $2.25.

PAVY ON FOODS AND DIETETICS. $4.75.

FLINT'S PHYSIOLOGY.

Volume 5 completing the work. Special Senses:
Cloth, $4.50.

With 200 illustrations.

Generation.

WILLING &-WILLIAMSON,
Publishers & Importers.

12 EKI1TG- STRJEET E.AST,
TO R O N T O.
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CODMAN & SHURTLEFF'S
AIPARATUSES.1 FoR1

Atomization of Liquids for Inhalation, Local Anæsthesia, &1
Y the Atomizer, any medicated liquid may be converted into the finest spray. In this state it may be inhaled into the 10B air-cells, thus opening a new era in the treatment of all diseases of the throat and lungs. (Fig. 15.) te ,t i Ps

It consists of the sphere-shaped brass boiler A, steam outlet tube B, with p ei,
box C, formed to receive rubber packing through which the atomizsing tube D P

ID steam tight and by means of which tubes of various sizes may be tightly held
any force of steam, by screwing down the coverwhile the packing is warm; the 10
valve E, capable of graduation for high or low pressure by the spring or screw r
top, the non-conducting handle F, by which the boiler may be lifted while hott
dicament cup and cup-holder G, the support H, iron base I I, the glass face-0 s
with oval mouth-piece connected by the ela-tic band K with the cradle L whse tt
staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand M M, where it may be fixed at anY hOl

G H angle required by the milled screw N. ,,a
Thewastecup, medicament cup andlamip areheld in their places in suh a n go,

atthey cannot fall out when the apparatus is carried or used over a bed or Othe

All its joints are hard îoldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion of r
any attainable pressure of steam. rt does not throw spirts of hot water, to frigb.efot
scald the patient. Is compact and portable, occupies space of one-sixth cub'c ts
only, can be carried from place to place without removing the atomizing tube Ot
water, can be unpacked and repacked without loss of time. Will render the
service for many years, and is cheap in the best sense of the word. Price 6 biJ'

Fig. 15. The complete Steam Atomizer. parts, nickel plated. additional, $2.50. Neatly made, strong black walnut Dol'
convenienthandle, additional $2.59. t

B The most desirable hand apparatus. Rubber warranted of VerX
A aM quality. Valves imperishable, every one carefully fitted to its seat and '

''-J perfectly in all positions. The bulbs are adapted to all the tubes waa ,
us for Local Anoesthesia in Surgical Operations, Teeth Extraction a .

F halation. Price $4.00. Each of the above Apparatus is supplied WI.t ai'
C carefully made annealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanied Wl

rections for use. ph
E o. A BNURILEFF, D Every steam Apparatus is tested with steam, at very high pressure. gi0,

8CANU. apparatus is carefully packed for transportation, and warrnted perfect.
HAND BALL APPARATUS, (Fig. 5, without shield) with two glass8 50

THF BOSTON ATOMIZE with two glass Atornizing tubes ...
Fig. 5. Shurtleff's Atomizing Apparatus. " TREMONT 4 ........

Pat. March 2, 1868. GLASS ATOMIZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, warranted
perfect............ ...................................... . ......................................................... 5

PERFUME ATOMIZER, nickel plated, for toilet use .......................................................
SILVER SPRAY "l " " · · -
NICKEL PLATED TU [ES, for Local Anoesthesia and for Inhalation................. ................... 75C t
RHIGOLENE. for Loca Anosthesia, best quality, packed................. ................................
NASAL DOUCHE, for reating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eight different varieties, eacn with two nozzles packed $1.2's 50

1.50, 2.00, 2.50 an ote
N.B.-To save collection expenses, funds should be sent with the order, either in form of draft, post-office order, or roeg

letter. Si- For complete iiiustrated price-list of Apparatus. Tubes, &c., see pamphlet. o r
Will send by mail (post-paid), on application a pamphlet containing two articles, by distinguished foreign autborf9.

"Inhalation of Atomized Liquids," with formulæ otthose successfully employed. Also, an article by Dr. L. W. Thudichu0l' ïw
C.P.,on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," with his formule. Also an illustrated descriptionof

- Apparatuo for the above purposes, and for producing Local Anosthesia by Atomization of Rhigolene.
Instruments made to order, Sharpened, Polished, and Repaired.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers and Importers of Surgical and Dental InstrumnOt{.

13 and 15 TREMONT STREET, BOS
H .3, ROSE, oorner Queen and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Agent for the Instruments, also the Pamphlet mentioned.

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER, 1870.

T HE attention of the Medical profession is called to the great benefit that has been derived by those who have fo.des'
necessary to use the Abdominal Supporter. Its great use has been to those who are suffering from partial Pro,",,

tia Uteri, Ante, or Retroversion of the Uterus, and in Leucorrhœa, depending on those defects : by removing the % -the
it quickly cures the discharges. It is also of marked service to persons suffering from a lax, or pendulous tate or
abdominal walls, and during pregnancy, it furnishes the much needed support to the Abdomen. A perineai Pa
also be attached to the Supporter when required. 1e00

The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its ,zXo
and efficiency :-
B. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E.; Toronto. D. McIntosh, M.D., Edin. ; Hamilton.
N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed.; Toronto. Edwin Henwood, M.D., Hamilton.
Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.
Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. H. H. Wright, M.D., Toronto.
W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton.
J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.
Dr. Henry J. RNdley, Hamilton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Cathaines.
M. Lavell, M.D., Kingston. J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. E. ; Toronto.
W. H. Blackstock, M.D., Hilladale. M. Hillary, M.R.C.S. Irel'd,, Toronto.

PaRom, from $7 to $10. Please send meaasurement around largest part of the hipa. at**
MRS J. E. PEARSON, Box 770, or 132 Adelaide St. West, TorO
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T. eOIR f
aie88 & 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.

WORKS: HORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOMERTON E., LONDON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

PURE CHEMICALS AND ALL NEW MEDICINES.
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE

SPEEC T.ALTIES-
PREPARATIONS. (The Original English Manufacturers.)
PORCI, Pure.
POWDER, or POUDRE NUTRITIVE.
WINE.
LOZENGES.-
GLOBULES.

'S PANCREATINE POWDER.
'S PANCREATIC EMULSION.
'S PANCREATIZED COD LIVER OIL.
'S SACCHARATED WHEAT PHOSPHATES.
'S CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)

N.B.-Test of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerine.
'S GELATINE. (The most economical substitute for Isinglass.)
'S CHLORODYNE.
'S EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
'S ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
'S MORPHIA SALTS.
'S CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
'S SP. ETHER NIT. P.B.
'S SP.'AMMON. AR. P.B.

Wholesale and Retai by ail Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.

ADA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
Eighth Annual Meeting of the Canada Medical

on ssociation will be held at HALIFAX, Nova Scotia,
jjD NESDAY, the 4th of August, 1875.

chair will be taken at'io a.n.
A. H. DAVID,M.D., En.,

General Secretary.

ONTARIO MEDICAL COUNCIL.
o the Electors of the Midland and York

Divisiorn

To the Registered Members of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of'Ontario:

T HE Registrar hereby gives notice, that the Ontario
REGISTER for the year 1874 will, in a short time, be

ready for distribution, and will be sent free of cost to all
the Registered Members who have already paid the annual
fee of $i for the year 1874. It will also be sent free of cost
to those members who have not already paid, as soon as the
Registrar receives the annual fee. The Registrar trusts the
above notice will be sufficient to insure the immediate pay-
ment of the fees, and distribution of the REGISTER to all the
Registered members of the profession. DR. PYNE;

Registrar, Toronto.

tp BURRINGTON'
wbZ'LEMEN,-In response to a numerously signed (DR. WADSWORTH'S)

S equiitin,1 have consented to become a candidate
S let i1 the Ontario Medical Council, at the approach- UTERINE ELEVATORs

oll 0  Papers should be mailed so as to reach the Return- HE most simple and practical of any Stem Pessary ever
0er by June 8th. THinvented; made of ndia Rubber, without lead, unirri

Sheri, JAMES ROSS, M.D. tating, of easy application, and unfailingly keeps the womb
urne Street, Toronto. in its natural position. The first-class physicians in Provi-

dence, and emînent practitioners in almost every State, hi hly
]PERt PÂ&y.--Agrents wanted I Ail classes of work- recommend it. A pamphlet desoriblng it, and testimonia]. of

er t n pe, cf¯ itherwyog or old, make more distinguished Phyuicians, alo Prioe List, ent on a ti n
%4 WOrk for us in th ir spare mo "entq, or all the time. than H. BURRING N,

ut* -else. Particulars free. Post card to tates coste, but Sole Proprietor, Providence, R. I.
. ddrss . 8 "INN & Co , portland. Maine, Also for sale by dealers in Surgical Instruments generally

's
'S
'S
'S
'S
'S

MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MGRSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON

MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSON
MORSO'

&SON,
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FOUGERA'S COMPOUND IODINISED
CoD LIVER OIL.

HISpreparation has been in general use for the past twelve years, during which time it bas steadily gained in fo
with physicians, who have tested it and are aware of its prompt action. The immeasurable therapeutic SuP

of this oil ouer all other kinds of Cod Liver Oils sold in Europe or in this market, is due to the addition of f
BROMINE and PHOSPHORUS. ¿*4Each quart nontainu, in addition to the medicinal constituents of the pure oil, 16 grains of lodine, 2 grains of BrOO
and 2 grains of Phosphorus, which render it therapeutically five times stronger than the richest Cod Liver Oil. be,Judging from the experience of the past, we may justly claim that, in a majority of the cases in which Cod g
011 is prescribed, the COMPOUND IODINISED COD LIVER OIL will ho found vastly superior in efficacy to the Pi,
Oil, and that physicians will obtain the desired result in a much shorter time by the increased curative action of thio
while in many cases they will obtain favorable results, where the pure oil would fail entirely.

We add a few extracts from the flattering notices received from the editors of the Medical Press of the United S
Prom the ST. LOUIS MEDICAL REPORTER.

" We have personally used Mr. Fougera's Compound Iodinised Cod Liver Oil, and can, from experience, pronOund"
one of the best articles of the kind now in use."

Prom the DETROIT REVIEW OF MED. AND PHARM.
April, I.18 w

"We can speak most sincerely in approval of the elegant appearance and purity of Mr. Fougera's Compound Iodl
Cod Liver Oil. Its increased medicinal power will commend it to all who are in need of such a remedy."

From the N. Y. MEDICAL GAZETTE.
March 21, 186•501

"The advantages claimed for Mr. E. Fougera's Cod Liver Oil are, that by reason of the addition of Iodine, Bro ,t
and Phosphorus, it is more efficacious, and at the same time the stomach need not be disordered by an excessive ao -t
of oil administered. This Oil was given to about eighty patients, in the out-door department of Bellevue Hospital, of tIi
thirty of who-n were children, the remainder belonging chiefly to the department of chest diseases. The opiniOnd es
physicians using it ie nearly unanimous to this effect : that the Oil is of a decided medicinal value ; that, compare
ordinary Cod Liver Oil, it appears to take effect more rapidly."

From the CINCINNATI LANCET AND OBSERVER. q

We lave used Fougera's Cod Liver Oil in the Dispensary of the Miami Medical College and in private Pra
with great satisfaction. The addition which Mr. Fougera makes of Iodine, Bromine, &c., evidently increases the e

From the RICHMOND AND LOUISVILLE MED. JOURNAL.
August, 8 s" Botb in this State and in Virginia, private practitioners have been questioned, in regard to their experienol0

this prepa ation, and the testimony has, without exception, been extrerFely favorable. The general belief is, thstthe5
Is equal t' any that is maJe, and that the blending, pharmaceutically, Iodine, Bromine and Phosphorus with it, pro
more sati ifactory results, than where good oil and some preparations of iodine are given separately."

From the CANADA MEDICAL JOURNAL.
November, 1868.$

"Ha ring made use of Fougera's Cod Liver Oil in several cases, it Las iApressed us as being of really good theraP*tIbcal value, being n uch more speedy in its action than the ordinary Cod Lever Oil. It seems applicable to all 0 a3 a
Cod Liver Oil is demanded; but, in our experience, it is of essential benefit in cases of spinal disease and ricketi."

E. FOUGERA & Co., Pharmacists, New York.

J. H. STEWALID
OPTICIAN TO THE BRITISH

AND

FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS,
AND THE

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS
OF ENGLAD AND AMERICA.

By Special Appointment.

406and 66 Strand, 54 Cornhill and 63 St. Paul's Churchyard,
Lo. DON, ENOLAND.

J. H. STEWARD'S NEW FIELD GLASS, "TITE DuKx"
as supplied to Sir Garnet Wolseley's Staff for the Ashantee
Expedition-the finest Binocular now made.

*SOLE MAKER of the celebrated , Lord Bury" Telescope, £3 10s. lofb
J. H. STEWARD'S £3 33. EDUCATIONAL MICRosCOPE, complete in Cabinet, with set of three powers, 1, ad

live box, stage forceps and tweezers, including " Half hours with the Microscope," by Dr. Lankester' th#
ILLUsTRÀTBD CATALO,ÈUES, gratis, post-free, or on application' to the " Canada Lancet" office, where a ogmp

Microscope miaybe seen.
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Jmes .z. Foster's
PATENT UNION

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS
(Pat. Aug. 8. 1865, and June 29, 1369.)

muanufactured by the only Patentee and
Manufacturer in America (and perhaps the world)

164 *ears a full length artificial leg, and they are acknow-

eh Ed by all who have tried the various kinds, before pur-
aabg one of them, to be the very best in use.

e Illustrated pamphlets, giving a view and full des-

theson of the LIMBS: also containing testimonials from
S ho have previously tried the various kinds, sent iree

"Pplying to
JAMES A. FOSTER,

1013 72 Griswold, cor. Larned-st., Detroit, Mich.
Cheotnut-st., 60 West 4th st.,

Cincinnati, Ohi.

REQUISITION TO DR. AGNEW.
TORONTO, May 28th, 1875.

"%IEN AGNEW, EsQ., M.D.

0 "'We, the undersigned Medical practitioners, electors
4 1dland and York Division, request you to offer yourself
)4à.candidate for election, to represent this Division in the

nIcal Council.
*il 1aving full confidence in your abilities, we feel sure you

the p8Os your utmost endeavours to further the interests of
rofession

ret edge ourselves to use our influence to insure your

. M od.Bethun
.J. BarriM. Rose
•Roberts

. Cannif
. cIlu

lui Brid
amu Neb
• R. uh

*nFrasE

We remain, Sir,
Yours faithfully,

or, C. J.,Philbrick,
tanley, James Carlyle,
e, R. Hornby,
ck, W. B. Geikie,
burgh, J. P. Russell,
on, J. Algernon Temple,

W. F. Coleman,
rray, W. Newcombe,
gman, C. B. Hall,
wcombe, J. Fulton,
an, Chas. V. Berryman,

er Alcide De La Hooke.
1h. Uodb u -

.godder and twenty-three other Medical Eleotors of
the Division of Midland and York.

do rMEN,-I am deeplv sensible of the high honour you
b n inviting me to become a candidate to represent the
e1ln Of Midland and York in the Medical Council. I
et y aceptyour invitation in the spirit in which it is

and, should I be elected, I will devote my best
gies to the faithful working of the Medical Act; to pro-

from time to time, such amendnents to the Act as
Pr ofonist0e, and to promoting the general interests of

ofpinon that mome more efficient machinery should
thised whereby the public would receive the full benefit

nal clauses of the Act, and also that the profession
a be protected, by limiting the time duriug which

%eh for malpractine could be instituted, and that in all
diactions a moiety of the jury should be legally qualified

fn alo cf opinion that in all cases in which medical
rowr required to give nrofessional evidence by thethey should receive reasonable compensation.

I have the honour to be,
Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

ort May 28, 1875. N. AGNEW.

CUT LERS
POCKET INHALE

AND

Carbolate of Iodine Inhalants
A REMEDY for all NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-

eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.
This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,

and is well adapted to the treatment of all those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is indorsed
by many leading practitioners, and commends itself to aIl
desiring an apparatus.

Dr. George Hadiey, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy
in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered report
upon its merits, concludes in these words :

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its
purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual
means ; to be philosophical in: conception, and well carried
out in the execution."

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besides
being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the
person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless of
time or place. Patented in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 50,000 nnw in use in this conntry.

Price $2, including Ingalant for two months' use. Neatly
put up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra
bottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.
Kept by all druggists. Send your address 'and receive our
descriptive circular, post-paid. W. H. SMITH & CO.,

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

MICROSCOPY.
A RTHUR JUKES JOHNSON, M.B., M.R.C.S., Eng., Fellew

Royal Microscopical Society of London, Lecturer on Microscopy,
Trinity College, Toronto. Microscopical examinations of Diseases and
Excreta of the body; also, of Toxicological conditions in connexion

with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupils.
Yorkvllle, Toronto.

GEORGE TIEMVANN & 00.,
F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 CHATHAN STRET, NEW YORK,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

SURGIOAL INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus for Fractures, Dislocations and Deformitles,

Latest Instruments for Local Anusthesia, and for Applica-

tions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachan Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermie Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of ail kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED
BT THE

PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

American Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to cail the attention of the Profe"10
generally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and uniff
strength of which can be guaranteed.

GENUI NE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANCREATINC

The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they May be said to be the
only remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the Medical
Profession. No small portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatable
to the most fastidious, keep good in all climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In ail
cases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomacb, Pancreatic
Emulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuring
strength and appetite; whilst in many cases it proves a most valuable adjunct to the Oil, which it
assista in digesting.

PAN0REATINE WINE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Ol, with bi
if shaken, it readily forms and Emulsion. This preparation é

prescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this complaint islag
used ini England.

PANCREATISED COD LIVER QIL : A reliable combination of Pancreatine with tPANCR ATISE COD LIVER OIL:Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid. dPEPTODY NT, the New Digestive Digests ail kinds of Food-the Farinaceous, FibrinJ
, and Oleaginous : being a combination of the several se

principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatie, &c.
Five grains of Peptodyn (Powder) digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of S

BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS, As Supplied to the Royal Families of England andB Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nourishing and 604.
digeted Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of emiPlOo
Starch, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out.

This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nourishD'
in the most digestible and convenient form.
DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronchit
Recommended by the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult breath1
apasmodia coughing, &o. Grown by Savory and Moore, and.perpared in ail forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAM, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the PrinciDal Druggists in the Dol
and America.

F. G. OTTO & SONS,
(LATE OTTO & REYNDERS.)

64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,
Manufacturera and Importera of

SURGICAL AND ORTHOPRDICAL INSTRUME

EVERY apparatus for Local Anæsthesia and for Atomization of ti1
Laryngoscopes, Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic l7

Splints for Hip-Joint Disease, Skeletons, Trusses, Elastic Stockings, s&o
naria Digitata, Uterine Tents, Axill% Thermometers, Biegel's Inhaler
Powder, etc.

The latest improvements and new inventions on hand and red"
constantly from our agents in Eurrope

FIRcT PRIZE FOR ARTIFIGIAL L DB
AND

SURGICAI APPLIANCES.
A PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysi'

joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.
•ilar JAMES AUTHORS' .

16 King Street Eut, Toro'

TORONTO, Sept. I7, 1874'
1 have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity

excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those n
tured in any part of the world. 

F ,



THHENAA ACET. LNET 8ther use, eliminated from the system, is it not

TH1E CANADA LANCET. therefore a matter of vital importance that this
great head-centre of nerve-force should be main-

A MONTHILY JOURNAL 0F tained at a proper working standard i Tu do this,
it, like other organs of the body, requires nourish-

'QD1~ICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE, ment and rest ; sleep is the great restorative to a
tired brain, and when it is merely exhausted on

VIL. TORONTO, JUNE ist, 1875. No. io. account of the ordinary working, in a healthy con-
dition of a well-nourished body, nature produces the

required rest, and the tired organ becomes restored ;
but when the body is ill-nourished, or reduced from
any cause, the brain also becomes ill-nourished and

ACUTE MANIA. reduced; loss of sleep is the result, and if not recu-

STEPHEN LETT, M.D., ASST. PHYS. LUNATIÇ perated, things go on from bad to worse, until an
NONT. attack of acute mania or melancholia is developed.

And why, some may ask, does insanity follow this

Purpose this evening to occupy the time allotted state of sleeplessness? Because you have an ex-
re in drawing the attention of the Association hausted condition of this great ganglion, acting
a, class of cases, with regard to the treatment of irregularly, giving out irregular and feeble nerve-
ich, my 'experience goes to show, that general force, producing, of a necessity, irregular and feeble

Ptrctitioners through the country appear to be action in the various organs to which it iq distri-
8ewhat in error. I refer to Acùte Mania and buted, and they in turn acting back on the brain as

1.ancholia arising from an exhausted brain: and irritants. The digestive organs become deranged;
at the outset may I not ask the question, Are food is rejected, or if taken is not assimilated ; the
a 4ll cases of acute mania and melancholia the blood becomes impoverished, as well as polluted,

QfPring of an exhausted and ill-nourished brain 1 from the absorption of effete matter, which should
thilk I may fairly answer this question, from my be cast out of the system by the various excreting

observation of some hundreds' of patients who organs; the heart, like the spurious contractions of
ne coe under my care, as exemplified, not only a gravid uterus, racks and tears itself to pieces,

their history and condition when seen by me, without producing any good effects ; the muscular
also as proved by the result of treatment ; and coats of the blood-vessels, having their contractile
aye no hesitation in saying, that debility in power diminished, remain in a distended condition
e formn or other is the sole existing cause, with pressing upon the brain, and in all probability ex-

exception of those cases arising from direct uding their impoverished and polluted fluid. Can
ence leaving perhaps a depressed bone or other any one therefore be surprised to find, that with s

Ign body pressing upon the brain; for out of much poverty and irritation to the brain, insanity i
1 Who have come under my observation, I cannot the result I
heih one either by notes or from memory, in Now as to treatment. I find, upon looking ove

'cI1 debility and exhaustion were not prominent. and inquiring into the history of these patients, th
u being the fact, permit me for a few moments medical attendant has seen and fully appreciate

dgance at the condition of an exhausted and ill- the indication to produce sleep ; but to accomplis
evU4I8hed brain, and point out some' of the evil this end, what has been done i Why, the whol

it Produces upon the patient. list of narcotics, sedatives and hypngtics has bee
The brain being the great head-centre of nerve- gone through; in fact they have almdst paralyse

a nd that force being required by, and distri- the brain, in order to produce quietude ; not in

teca tO, the various çrgans of the body, to enable few instances I have found, that owing to the di
tO carry out their allotted functions harmo- tended condition of the blood-vessels, the physicia

neonal, in order that the wear and tear of various has considered it as a rush of blood to the hea
t Iay be supplied by fresh formative material, and administered drastic purgatives, croton oi

disintegrated matter, which is of no fur- 1 elaterium, compound cathartic pill, etc., and eve
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blisters bave been made use of. I need hardly awakens much refreshed, less excited, and iia
point out to you the bad effects likely to follow this probabiity evinces a desire for food. The
procedure. Sleep is seldomi produced under the beneficiai way to give stimulants, is in small qUG»
most powerful of the class of drugs above men- tities at intervais through the day ; large doses
tioned, and if it is, in many cases so much the time are hurtful, inasnucl as they cannot be
worse for the patient, as the physician, being much use of by the system, and are an incumbrance
elated witb whathe bas donc, continues to admin- i. But stimulants witout food are of ne -
ister medicine for prolonged periods, and the already the patient must have just se much, and no W13O
low condition of the vital powers is rendered stil than can be assimiated; and for this purpse l qulit
worse; the stotach becomes disordered, the patient and not quantity are requisite. Beef-tea, the ae
refuses food; circulation is interfered with, and in tracts of meat, eggs, milk, etc., are mot uefmad
course of time the churished sleeping draught is cod-livr o, when it can be borne by the sonl$cb,
administered with diffculty, during wict a strug- is excellent; tonics in the form of fresh air and ilt,

gle takes place; the patient frequntly becomes oor exrcise whes, pacticabe, are useful adjullreoa
much excited, using up part of the litte nerve-force sometimes a simple bitter or nerve tonic mnay pro
ho bas left, and in some instances to such an extent, of use; but in the majority of cases, the trouble 0'
that sudden death takes place. n my opinion, as well getting the patient to take it, produce more
as that of most asylum physicians, al medicines of the than the medicine does good. As have are 4 y
class of which have spoken, wen continud for pro- occupied your time longer than was my provimleso
longed periods, act delteriousy ; and the best wil conclude this paper by recording one ut
sedatives for snc patients are stimulants, for, as 1 rany cases, exenplifying this plan of treatmeetn
have shown, the apparent rush of bood to tbe head R. J., oet. 36, small, single, farmer, habit
is not a piethora, but a condition of great exhaus- life regular. Had an attack of mania sevepro
tion, and as bas been pointed eut, the primary cause years agom; n hcreditary taint so far as knomo
of poliuted and impoverished blood, forming a great Was admitted te the Asynm on 7th Decelibt'
source of irritation to thet brain. 1872, laboring under ail attack of Acute Mai f

Taking these facts into consideration, a ne of about ten days' duration. When seen by e o
treatment is at once indicatcd; the brain must have was nervos and depressed, though much eCit4'
reat and be nourisbd; for this purpese, stimulants, noeisy and violent ; tongue dry and parcmed, p
food and tonics arc called for, whilst any agent the same; eyes sunken and wit a wild expreSSIO
haviug a tcndency te reduce the system, must be pulse quick, sal and irregular; circulation i h
strenuosly avoided. Now the question arises, extremities stagnant; hands and feet blue and d
Wbat stimulants wouid you nake use of i Alcohol even in a war room ; ho bad taken litte or 0
in some form or other is tha one most to e relied nourishment for sevora days, and had net siePt fo
upon; but (as I have been asked with ne little over a week, although large doses of chlorai
surprise) would you give a ravint maniac alcohol opium had ben administered.
Yes; say give him whiskey, winc, aie, porter, or I put hi in a warm room and gave higr telal
any other form of aicoholi n stimulant yon think will grains of chlora; for a short time lie
best be borne by the stomach, and instead of excit- quiha iv bed, then li got up and commenced
ing your patient you will quiet him; h is weak, ing at the door, shouting, and continued nsitY
exhausted, and requires warnth and toe, which nigt; next day le took ne food, save a feww an a
when supplid, he becoes ces excited, and sleep fuis of beef-tea, about ten o'clock ibethe rn10 iI1g>
is produced. I have frequently seen from an ounce ws wild and excited ail day; at night I ilCea
and a-ha f te tvo ounces of good whiskey, made his dose of chlorai, but te ne purpose; le was Bleer
into hot toddy, and tbe patient put cemfortably te, lesa and noisy, and took littie or ne food the nx
bcd, produce sleep more rapid y than forty or fifty day. In this condition o sc ctntinued, wen tb thr
grains of chloraI hydrate, its character bing more l th gave lii ninety grains f chlorai.
naturi and prolnged, the temperature of the body yen will be a litte surprised te hear that eVOI1
raised, circulation becomes more regular, and usually did net produe sleep; if anything, e W8p
a nice gentie action of the ekin sets in, the patient resteesp than ever; at nine o'clock, the nigh"
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tendant found him standing in his room with his

off and torn into ribands, his bedding torn and

%ttered over the floor, his bedstead on its end

against the wall, and the patient praying and

ng at the top of his voice. He did not sleep,
4toccupied himself in shifting his bedstead from

r4e Place to another, and making a row generally,

%0 o'Ich so that the other patients in the ward were
krPt awake all night.

ext night, at nine o'clock, I gave him a good
tblerful of hot toddy, containing 2 oz. of whis-

with a little sugar and nutmeg in it. I then
Pt hira comfortably to bed, and in five minutes
«4wards he was in a sound sleep, from. which he

itOt awaken until four o'clock in the morning, at
c1ieh time and until daylight he was perfectly

iet He got up much refreshed, and partook of
e breakfast (only a moderate quantity being

440Wed him); he remained quiet and slept a little
n the morning, had a cup of beef-tea at ten

lock, took nourishment again at dinner-time, had
ittle- sago boiled in milk at three o'clock, had a

%i quantity of bread and milk at tea-time, after
'ieh he was put to bed ; at nine o'clock I again

Re himn hot toddy, which produced similar results
teprevious night. This routine was continued

a week, when I gave him in addition half-a-
eglass of port wine, with a teaspoonful of cod

'il twice a-day. He slowly but steadily im

t under this treatment, when in April, I dis
o tUed the oil and wine, sent him out to work

e farm, and gave him a glass of ale at his din
n1, a short time I ceut off the toddy at night

'01atinued to improve both bodily and mentall3
a the ith September, when he was discharged
bà. Iig, healthy and sound man, and in all proba

ty lias contimued so ever since.

e then, is a typical case of the majority of acut
, showing that debility, exhaustion, and de

n Of the vital powers, is what you have t
i'id With; and that stimulants, nourishment an

are the only appropriate remedies; whilst nar
iZ and sedatives are useless and contra-indicated

ch as they tend toi lower the vitalityofth
telt! 'which above all things y ou must notfonl"Inltain, but also increase, strengthen and support

."PTION OF A QuACK.-Thomas Heap5 (Mea
eail Circular) the man who was convicted o
Pati g death by attempting abortion *upon

t, he at the same time being illegally practi
at sur geon, was hanged on Monday, April 19th
erol

ON ABORTION.

BY ALFRED A. ANDREWS, M.D., WINDSOR, ONT.

(Read before the Western and St. Clair Med. Association.)

I have been requested to prepare and read before

you, at this meeting, a paper on some subject con-

nected with our profession ; and although the call

was rather informal, I readily acceded to it, not

because in a general way I feel competent to instruct

you, but because I believe that no man of average

ability (even the most inexperienced) can for weeks

concentrate his consideration upon one special point

without evolving some thoughts which may be new,
and worth the attention of the most intelligent and

erudite amongst us. The subject to which I call

your attention is Abortion, which I shall glance at

in three aspects :-1. Abortion, striètly professional.

2. Abortion, strictly pathological. 3. Abortion,
felonious.

Of " professional abortion," my first case occurred

about thirty years ago. It was a case of extrene

pelvie deformity. On three previous occasions

craniotomy had been had recourse to by three dif-

ferent practitioners; on the last occasion so extreme

had been the violence to which she had been sub-

- jected, that vesico-vaginal fistula was one of the sad

results. To avert the necessity of recurring to this
- horrid butchery, I consented to procure abortion.
- I now doubt if I was right in so doing. Were I

now to be confronted with a similar case of well-

ascertained extreme deformity, I would recommend,
y and so far as my ministrations were concerned,

insist upon the woman submitting to the Cesarean

- section, as the preferable alternative.

The next case that I submit to you was of a very

different character. Here I do not doubt the pro-

priety of my conduct. I know that I was wrong.

d It occurred about twenty-five years ago. A gentle-

- man and lady called upon me to satisfy themselves

whether or not she was pregnant. After due inves-
y tigatioi, I gave a decision that she was. The lady

was deeply moved, but quiet, though tears streamed

down her cheeks ; but I know of no word but

agony, that will express the emotion her husband

f labored under. He called himself her murderer,
a entreated her pardon, and seemed beside himself.

She strove to soothe and console him, and finally

, brought matters to the climax, by conjuring him,
" After I am gone, don't allow any woman (she

289THE CANADA LANCET.
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was too kind to say stepmother) to illuse my dar- In the other case, the woman had, in a si
lings-our darlings ; promis-, for my sake, Charles." manner, aborted no less than fifteen times! A
The scene was harrowing, and I gave way under it. attempt was then made to follow in the track

I learned that she had already borne three children, cated by the preceding case. The child was bo

then living, under circumstances of extreme peril, alive, but only survived an hour or so. Perhl'#

and that her medicQl attendant had assured them the proper time was not hit with sufficient exack

both, that if subjected to the same ordeal again, it tude ; perhaps the child was not viable, or it IIY
was impossible she should survive. I saw and- not have been attended with sufficient promptitude

'verified a letter from her former attendant, in which and skilful care, I know not, but I am of opifll$
he urged that abortion was the sole means of avert- that in cases of constantly recurring abortion at or
ing otherwise inevitable death. The writer was a about the seventh month, careful examination shoul

man of considerable wealth, of a social standing far be made of the condition of the cord, and if the

above any that I have ever attained, and of great appearances were such as I have described, I shong

professional repute; but all these are not absolute (notwithstanding the failure in this last case) -
proof of real ability. Great men are not always terpt to save the child.

wise. I was not satisfied of the absolute necessity With respect to accidental abortion, I have bt
of the act, and yet I assumed the responsibility- very littie to say; in fact I shail only offer OV1
undertook and effected abortion. " Mea culpa !" remark, and that with diffidence, and do not P*
I was wrong, very wrong ; responsibility cannot be sume to speak authoritatively (and of course I
delegated. Upon a subsequent occasion, when 1 of prophylactic treatment only). I should ende,1'
came to know the lady better, I cheered her spirits, to ascertain whether the cae was traumatic, O

raised her hopes, and safely delivered lier at term what I may terrn pathological; and 1 place
of a living child, with much less difficulty, danger less reliance upon the absolute rest usuallyeniel

or suffering than I have encountered in scores of and rely mucl more on the sustained conti1UýOtl3

cases. action of opium than is usually done. 1 bclî7'a

I proceed now to speak of a different class of the confining of a woman to bed for weeks (a1

cases. I have sought for information about cases have known months ordered> leads to an accuntl
of this kind, but my resources in books being very tion of nervous, morbid vitality (irritabiity), i

lirnited, I have not found it; but I arn strongly defeats the object soughit to be attained.

impressed that they are not very infrequent. I lay Before proceeding to the 3rd class9, IlFlo"1
bore you two cases, one successfl, the other the Abortioi," I cannot refrain front cormenting 

reverse. I think they are worth your bearing in some extraordinary stateinents sworn to in a rece

mnd. Neither of these cases were actually under "murder trial" in this Province, that l Ao

y care, thougi I write "lAyant con naisrance de mk tendency to produce abortion I hoUld oe

cause." A lady living a happy life with lier hus- to know upon what ground the gentlenan s IS

band, had one grief-she was childless. Eleven to a conclusion, in direct opposition (as I bli

different tines, she had conceived and carried ler to the universal judgmert of the profession

child about seven nontls, wien she was seized wîtl next assertion the bs more startling a eNot a

a rigor and convulsive novements in the foetus, and cal man under the sun can produce abortifl'
in a few weeks a putrid child was cast off. Upon safety. With due empiasis upon the qualif'3e

the lat occasion, minute microscopi examination (with safety), I concede, this proposition ; b
was made, and the umbilical cord was found in a goes on to say, nIn ninoe cases out of ten, the
state of fatty degeneration. Assuming this to be tle cine will kill tle woman and ifitly

cause of the death of the chuld and consequent abor- were used, the most disastrous results would fllOW

tion, it was determined to anticipate ber next annual I unhesitatingly affir that I know this t bO

abortion by effecting lier delivery by professional exaggeration. Since I have been in ar
abortion, before the dea h of the child should occur. have, in consultation, attended four cass Of
It was effecti, and "she eat was barre was made tion, which I have a moral certainty Were

to sing with joy." I have reason to think th child One escaped scot free; two narrowy escap t

id tif erVen their lives, and retributive death cacrird
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fourth. These were consultation cases, and I dare order to shirk the responsibilities of maternity,

SY Iight have been proved, if I had felt that the seek to make you accomplices in a felony, you can

duty Of public prosecutor devolved upon me. But have no difficulty. I have had hundreds of such
hat Of the scores of cases, where application has applications. The crime of feticide is fearfully pre-

been made to me for this murderous act, and where valent, and rapidly increasing, and corrupting and
have refused my ministrations ? debasing the country both morally and physically.

I have in my mind at this moment, one woman Perhaps we are in a measure responsible for its in-

Offered me $1oo to procure abortion for her. crease. No doubt the proper dyke to restrain this

t not often fees like that come in our way. I flood of pollution is religion, and we are not called
oW she was pregnant. What became of the on to be preachers. True, but we are in a certain

Child? It has never been produced before the sense the sentries, upon whom the public relies for
World. The inference is inevitable. It was mur- the purposes of hygiene.

r'ed ! From the number of applications made to This crime is destroying the community. It is

e for this purpose, I estimate the number of these worse than Typhus or Small-pox. How are we to
ses in Windsor, or ratþer Essex, at not less than restrain it ? We cannot attack it in the public

ty per annum. When we consider the terrible press, delicacy forbids that. Our assaults in the
!kualties inflicted by society on the female sex for medical press would not reach those who need the

cntinence, we need not wonder at the desperate instruction and warning. The pulpit is out of the

yrts Young girls make to escape them. The sui- question. Where is the clergyman who would dare
Cdes With which the papers teem, and which wring preach a sermon upon the text, " Thou shalt do
the hearts of all but the most heartless, evince the no murder " and make special, distinct, intelligible

8ttugg8es of blind desperation. When you are application of this text to this species of murder ?
olicited to interfere for the relief of these poor I had for many years noted and wondered at the
1retches, pity them, pity them with your whole fact, that of the married women who sought my
tats ; relieve them by any legitimate means co-operation, nearly all were Protestants. Being

n Your power, but meet their entreaties with myself a Protestant of the broadest Orange stripe,
pt, decided refusal. Do not discuss the point and not ready to acknowledge any marked moral

å them. Do you think I insult you, by implying inferiority in my co-religionists, I was for a long
t their tears and prayers might induce you to season puzzled,,but I think the solution is this.

Participate in a felony ? Perhaps you indignantly The Pulpit is debarred, but the Roman Catholic
.claim, " Is thy servant a dog, that he should do Priesthood, have in their confessional an oppor-

th's thing ?" Patience, my dear friend ; the temp- tunity of instructing and warning their flock.

on to do so is sometimes fearful. In a case of Protestant women do not go there, but we, and we

thieh I. have minute knowledge, four households only, have the private confidential ear of the whole
the highest respectability were menaced with the sex, and it is, I conceive our duty, to lose no
tlost Iisery. Marriage was impossible ; I must opportunity of diffusing the information we possess

ot tell You why. The poor child (for she was in this regard. Let us purify the moral atmosphere.
eacely more than a child) protested that if not Let us make the whole sex know that it is murder,
tlieved, rather than disgrace her recently-married when the embryo is but four weeks old, as
ster d kill her mother, she would conceal her completely as if the nine months of fœtal life had

aut d . been reached or passed. We have a duty to perform,
have by suicide. Thank God, and we have countless opportunities of doing it.

't - no confession to make in this case ; I did
Yield, but my heart bled when I refused her.

City set on a hill cannot be hid," but " her TREATMENT OF DELIRIUM TREMENs.- Dr. D.
health took her to a watering-place, about H. Kitchen (Amer. 7rour. Insaniy, Jan., 1875, in
riles from home, and she returned cured." an elaborate article upon delirium tremens, recom-
girl Believe me, gentlemen, yo may be nends the following as the most effective treat 1nent :

Jected but fore- A generous diet is given, full doses of fluid extract
e to severe temptation, being of conium during the day to control muscular action,
you must be forearmed- and during the evening hydrate of chloral with *

for the cases of married women, [who, in tincture of hyoscyamus, repeated until sleep is secured
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TUMOR OF THE CHEST-OPERATION-
RECOVERY.

UNDER THE CARE OF DR. CASSIDY, TORONTO

GENERAL HOSPITAL.

(Reported by Dr. Sylvester, Galt, Ont.)

The following case which occurred in the Toronto
General Hospital under Dr. Cassidy's charge,
is rather a rare one, only few being mentioned in
our text books, and at the Dr's. request I furnish
you the facts of the case.

Wm. Hilder, æt. 29, laborer, came to the Hospi-
tal January, 25th as an extern, complaining of pain
and a hard tumor on the right side, situated on the
sixth and, seventh ribs, midway between the spine
and sternum. A casual examination was made by the
Dr. that day, but he thought it better not to operate
until a consultation could be had, which was on the
following Friday. About 6 years ago he noticed
a small hard tumor, about the size of a pea which
was at first moveable; this kept on growing until
about six weeks ago when it became painful and
sore. Previous to this it caused no inconvenience; it
had reached the size of a man's fist, and was quite
hard and immovably attached to the sixth and
seventh ribt. On the day of consultation it was
diagnosed as an enchondroma, and an operation
was deemed advisable. In perfoming this the Dr.
made a horiz&ntal incision over the tumor, dis-
sected back over the margin on each side and got
well down ; he then introduced his fingers into the
wound to feel for the pedicle and separate the sur-
rounding tissues, and in doing this his finger acci-
dently entered the right pleural cavity. The external
air at once rushed in and completely filled that
space, compressing the lung. This did not inter-
fere with the operation, but with the bone pliers
the tumor was nearly all removed, and it was
found to be quite hollow, the centre having under-
gone fatty degeneration. The hemorrhage was very
slight so that the wound was soon closed up and
brought in apposition by plaster covering the whole
surface.

On the following day the respirations were 4o and
the pulse 12c, right side tympanitic and also the
abdomen. Poultices were applied to the wound .
appetite good but complains of considerable dys-
pnoa; vesicular murmur lost on the right side and
puerile breathing on the left ; this continued for a

~.y

.2

i i

week or more when the pulse gradually 1owered
and respirations became less frequent. The right
side became less resonant and the vesicular breat'
ing returned gradually, being at first bronchial 11
character, and finally he was discharged in the
course of about six weeks - wound completeîl
closed and respiration on both sides normal. ,The
treatment he received throughout was at first aff'
phlogistic and then tonic, with good nourishiog
diet ; milk, beef tea &c. The case is a rare 00
and if you see fit you may give it room in the
columns of the Lancet.

GROSS VIOLATION OF ETHICS.

To the Editor of the CANADA LÂmcET.

SIR,-On the 16th of April, 1875, J- N.
Garatraxa, aged about 55, received a coinnidi e
fracture of the tibia (below the middle) which
adjusted the same evening, dressing it in the US

way, he being three or four miles from home.
the 27th, having applied a starched bandage,
allowed him to be removed home where 1 visi
him again on the 29th, removed the bandage, a
finding the bone in its proper position and the
swelling reduced I again dressed it with a starche
bandage, interlarding the latter with paste-boardl
since which time the patient has continued to dO
well, being now able to go about on crutche
On the 11th inst., 26 days after the limb was
(union having taken place) Dr. - , who, bY t
way, is a member of the College of Physicians ad
Surgeons of Ontario, of three years experience
met with the wife of the patient and enquire
her with regard to the treatment her husband
receiving, tellipg her " if the bandage did no
extend above the knee the leg could not be
and that he would be lame for life," whereuPoo
she asked him to go in and see the leg, (as thel
were only a short distance from the patient's hoa
at the time). He went in and very sagelY oPellt
up the limb, when he found all was right te
interior, union having taken place. le the
reapplied the bandage, paste-board, &c., jLst a-
found it, only extending it above the knee
had to be removed in an hour or two on aco
of the pain it caused) and after pocketing the 51$

suri of $1o as a reasonable remuneration for
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Services on the occasion,went on his way rejoicing,
and thinking, no doubt, he had done a good job
for himself, and put an obstruction in my way.
NOW, sir, I have been practising physic, surgery,
tc., the last sixteen years, during which time I
have had my share of fractures and other surgical
Caes, and I never before had a doctor open or
rdjust a bandage on a patient of mine in my
absence ; and I hope such an incident will never
0ccur again. In this instance I have withheld the
%%tnes of the parties, but should I ever be com-
Pelled to revert to such a disgraceful affair again,

M may expect the names of all parties concerned.
Your's truly,

May 18, 1875.
J. F. HALSTED.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANC£T.

,1R,-Inclosed you will find a hand-bill which
Peaks for itself, and I would ask you to publish it

for the benefit of your numerous readers. At the
e time I would draw the attention of Dr. Pyne

t the qualifications of Professor Graham, as I am
af4id there is some mistake-for a short time ago

en the Professor was brought before the Police
agistrate for practising without being registered
s cOunsel pointed to the name of W. H. Graham,

nilford, Co. Simcoe, as being his, and defied the
Court to inflict a fine, as his name was duly regis-
tered.

PROF. WM. H. GRAHAM,

to0tS]PONDING SECRETARY. MEDICAL AND SURGI-

CAL INSTITUTE OF INDIANAPOLIS, TOLEDO

AND ONTARIO.'
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To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

Sir :-I find that my letter to you of April 1st, in

reference to the circulars of Edward S. Franks, was

written by me in entire forgetfulness of what had

occurred here nearly eleven years ago.
It appears that Mr. Franks was at Kingston on

the 21St., _7uly, 186, and together with other

medical men, I signed in a book belonging to

Mr. Franks a request which had been prepared by

him, that Mr. Franks would lecture at Kingston.

Mr. Franks published a reply and gave a free

lecture here. I must accept the blame of forgett-

ing that such a request was signed by me in 1864,

and as no date was appended to it in Mr. Frank's cir-

cular, it did not occur to me that it referred to any-

thing of so old a date.
It will be noticed that the Circular has attached

to our signatures our position in the "Royal

College of Physicians and Surgeons." This Cor-

poration had no existence in 1864. It appears by
the Circular, to have been signed by Drs. Grant

and Brouse, and as they were not in Kingston,
and would not be interested in having Mr. Franks
deliver a lecture here, I at once thought that the
use of my name must have been without my

authority. I did not authorize its being used in

the way it now is. That no injustice may be done

to Mr. Franks, and that I may accept the entire
blame in the matter, so far as my name is con-
cerned, I append hereto a copy of this request as
published at the time by Mr. Franks, as I have
lately ascertained by enquiry into the matter.

Yours, &c.,
M. LAVELL.

Kingston, May 8th, 1875.

PPosite the Rankin House, Chatham, Ontario.

,,Special attention to diseases of the HEART
GS and aIl FEMALE DIsEASES. Why does DR.

oAb AM have so many patients? the reason is
us ; he CURES the people and does not charge the GENmEME,-It has been my intention for the

'ner~ big prices these hard limes.f"'*er ig rics tesehar ties.last twelve months (urged thereto by a nurnber of

aix inclined to think that Dr. Graham, of Gil- my professional brethren) to offer myseif as a

4d Will not feel at all flattered when he sees this candidate to represent this division in the Medical

Ring advertisment, if he not the author Council, provided that Dr. Courn retired. Having

ch respect for the College of Physicans and Sur-
g0eon of Ontario of which he is a licentiate, leads hasten to issue ny address, and solicit your votes

.tet ob>Yours &c., 1 in the coming electiofi.
'e to doubt, Yus&.
cTao M. D. After spending fifteeri years in practice in

tha) May i9th 1875. cxbridge, I have every confidence in y knowledge
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as to what the requirements of the medical profession
in Canada are, and I feel satisfied that I do not
lack either the energy or perseverence to bring
about such alterations and improvements as will
work to our advantage.

As a proof of that energy and perseverence, I
may say that I have been mainly instrumental in
forming, (after three or four vain attempts) and
bringing to its present crude state the " North
Ontario Medical Association," which I believe is
.the only Medical Association in the Division.

If the honor of being your representative be mine,
I will be happy to receive, and anxious to carry
out, any suggestions or instructions you may honor
me with.

I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

JAMES JAGER HILLARY.
Uxbridge, May 1, 1875.

GENTLEMEN,-In accordance with the expressed
wishes of a number of my professional brethren I
am induced to offer myself as a candidate for the
honor of representing you in the Medical Counci
of Ontario. If elected I will be in favor of carrying
out the provisions of the New Medical Act, in so
far as they tend to the advancement of medical
science, and the conservation of Medical interests
in this country. I will also endeavor to have the
present act so amended, as to secure the appoint-
ment of a public prosecutor, and the proper
remuneration of medical witnesses. It is my
opinion also, that, in cases of Malpractice, the
time of bringing action should be limited to a
period of six months after convalescence ; and that
three respectable medical men should be called to
form part of the jury in trying the case.

I shall feel it my duty at as early a day as
possible, to call the members of the profession
together in this Division, for the purpose of
organizing ourselves into an Electoral Division
Association, and in this manner securing a properly
legalized tariff for the whole Division.

As it will be impossible for me at present to visit
the different sections in this Division, I may say in
conclusion that if I am successful I shall ever strive
to discharge my duties, as your representative,
honorably, faithfully and with a proper regard for
the dignity and welfare of our profession.

I have the honior to be, Gentlemen,
Your obedient Servant,

JOHN N. REID.
Tho)rnhlill, M1ay 6, 1875.

etpogto 0 Of $itigg,

KING S AND QUEEN'S ELECTORAL DIVISION

A meeting of the members of the professionf
King's and Queen's Division was held at McBrideS
lotel, York Mills, April 30, at 2 o'clock p.n.

Dr. John N. Reid moved that Dr. Langstaff, of
Richmond Hill, act as chairman of this meetit*
Dr. Rupert, of Maple, seconded the resolutio>
which was unanimously carried.

Dr. Langstaff having taken the chair, requeste
that a Secretary be appointed.

Moved by Dr. Armstrong, of Yorkville, and
seconded by Dr. Rupert,-That Dr. McConnel'
of Thornhill, be appointed Secretary of this Ass'
ciation.-Carried.

Dr. John N. Reid, in a few appropriate remlars
explained the object for which the meeting «a5
called, viz., the organization of an Electoral P'
sion Association. He further stated that he Was
not aware that any action had been taken in the
matter by our present representative. This he
stated to be an important duty, which had beel
grievously overlooked, and as the time was nOW at
hand when the members of the profession would
be called upon to cast their votes for a represent-
tive in the Medical Council, it was of the utmOost
importance that a gentleman should be chose0

who would carefully attend to this and other fa'
ters pertaining to the interests of the professio'
He further enlarged upon the great advantages the
recent medical legislation had brought to those
medical practitioners who had complied witht
requirements, and concluded an interesting an
instructive address, in stating that he entertaine
an earnest hope that the profession would aya
themselves of these advantages.

Dr. Rupert followed, and in some particlîars
agreed wlth Dr. Reid, but argued that the preseot

Bill was inoperative. inasmuch as there was '
public prosecutor ; and those practitioners who
had taken upon themselves to enforce the laW, ad
suffered so severely from the disapproval Of the1
public, that it was disastrous-not only tO t...t
public, but their private and social reputati0Ion
be in any way connected with a prosecution.
further urged that it was the duty of this sectioOf
the Division to bring out and warmly suppOrt '.
John N. Reid, as the representative in the liedi'
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ýoun1cil for the ensuing term. After having pressed The following resolutions were then submitted

ePou the meeting the necessity of taking immediate to the meeting :
U-ton in framing a Provincial tariff as distinct from Dr. Reid, seconded by Dr. Rupert, moved,-
Territorial, he urged that all other tariffs should That in the opinion of this meeting, our represen-

be done away with, so soon as a proper under- tative in the Medical Council should be requested

"nding could be obtained from the Council ·on to call a meeting of the profession residing in this

this Most important subject. In conclusion, he Division, at the earliest possible day ; said meeting

oved,-That this meeting use their united influ- to be held in the city of Toronto, for the purpose
tice to secure the return of Dr. Reid, as the repre- of organizing an Electoral Division Association.-
8entative in the Council for the ensuing term. Carried.

Or. Playter, in a spirited address, going over the Dr. Reid, seconded by Dr. Playter, moved,-

uerte, ias above, seconded Dr. Rupert's resolu- That the Secretary be instructed to forward to Dr.

tion. Coburn, a copy of the above resolution, urging

ýhe vote being taken, prved unanimous ; after upon him the necessity of immediate action.-

Which the chairman, Dr. Langstaff, expressed his Dr. Piayter, seconded by Dr. Reid, moved,-

yapproval of the choice. That in the opinion of this meeting, it is desirable

Dr. Allison, of Bowmanville, being called upon, that some action be taken by the Council, at its

eXPressed his great pleasure in meeting so many of next meeting, to alter the limit of this Division;
his brethren of this Division ; more especially did thus enabling the whole of the practitioners therein

e feel pleased with the frank and amicable feeling living to meet together conveniently, for the dis-
tht existed amongst the practitioners of this sec- cussion of matters affecting the interests of the
ionl. He was not aware that there was any other Division.-Carried.
than himself seeking the honor of being represen- Dr. Armstrong, seconded by Dr. Allison, moved,
tative in the Medical Council, but heartily endorsed -That the Secretary be requested to forward a

the action of the meeting in bringing out Dr. Reid, copy of the minutes of this meeting to the LANCET,

and Would be glad to have a gentleman of his with the request that it might appear in its next
ability as an opponent. He said that he was de- number.-Carried.
tidedly in favor of a public prosecutor, and if A vote of thanks was given to the Chairman and

returned, would endeavor to have a clause intro- Secretary, after which the meeting closed, to await

d11ced into the present Act to that effect. He the action of Dr. Coburn, as above mentioned.
further said that he considered it the duty of Par- A meeting of the medical profession of South

lfalent to direct that, in case or cases of suits-at- Ontario and West Durham was held in Oshawa on

for malpractice against regularly qualified prac- the 14 th uit. Dr. McGill was chosen President
titioners, at least three of the jury in such cases and Dr. Coburn, Secretary. Some steps were
ahould be taken from members of the College of taken regarding the formation of a Territorial

hysicians and Surgeons of Ontario. That he was Medical Association for the Division. A discussion
decidedly in favor of a Provincial tariff, with a also took place in reference to certain proposed

%iml1um fee ; the minimum not to be defined. amendments to the Ontario Medical Act relating
1 hat he was of opinion that the annual fee of $1, to actions for malpractice, &c. The meeting
a assessment, was quite sufficient for the support passed a vote approving of the candidature of Dr.
nfthe Council. That the Examiners for the Coun- Allison, of Bomanville, as a representative in the
Cil should be chosen from members of the College, Medical Council and pledging him their warmest
¼Utside of the Council. That he would strongly support.
urge that the period of six months be the limit WESTERN AND ST. CLAIR MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

ring which suits for malpractice be entered. In

an address of about an hour, the above points were The second meeting of this Society was held in

touched upon, and he concluded by stating that Windsor on the 4 th May, when the following

he was in the field, and hoped to be elected for gentlemen were present:-The President, Dr.
this Division in the Medical Council. Edwards of Strathroy, mn the chair; Drs. Andrews,
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Casgrain, Carney, Coventry, Chambers, Lambert,
Metcalfe, and Aikman ; Windsor. Drs. Sivewright,
Holmes and Bray; Chatham. Drs. King and Drake;
Kingsville. Drs. L ambert and Quarry; Amherst-
burgh. Drs. Bucke and McLean ; Sarnia. Drs.
Nesbit and Langlois ; Sandwich. Dr. Thompson;
Strathroy. Dr. Tye; Thamesville. Dr. Mathieson;
Alvinston. Dr. Gaboury, Belle River; and Drs.
Borrowman and Gambell, of Detroit, by invitation.

The minutes of the last meeting were read, and
after a few minor alterations in the Tariff which
was ordered to be sent to the Registrar to secure
the seal of the College, were adopted. Letters
were read from Parke, Davis & Co., of Detroit,
inviting the members of the Association to visit
their laboratory, and also a number of pamphlets
concerning new remedies manufactured by them,
to which the Secretary replied thanking them for
their favours; from Henry C. Lea, of Philadelphia,
enclosing a copy of the Obstetrical Journal of
Great Britain and Ireland, to which the attention
of the Society was called ; from Dr. Hoare, Vice-
President for Middlesex, apologizing for not being
present, in which he drew the attention of the
association to some alterations necessary to be
made in the Tariff. Also letters of apology were
received from Drs. Brodie and McGraw, of
Detroit, thanking the Secretary for their invitations
but not being able to accept them owing to the
meeting of the American Medical Association at
the same time.

Dr. Andrews was now called upon to read his
paper on abortion, which he did, and on motion
a vote of thanks was tendered him for the same,
and the Secretary was requested to forward it to
the Canada " Lancet " for publication.

The Committee on By-laws and Medical Ethics
not having reported, were given till next meetiig
to do so.

Dr. Sivewright read his paper on the " Essential
Dignity of the Profession," and on concluding
secured the thanks of the meeting for his interest-
ing essay.

On motion the following gentlemen were
appointed and promised to read papers at the next
meeting, viz. : Dr. Walter Lambert, of Amherst-
burg; Dr. Bucke, of Sarnia; and Dr. Holmes, of
Chatham. Dr.*McLean, of Sarnia, also promised
to introduce the subject of Scarlet Fever and its
treatment for discussion.

The following gentlemen were appointed e
Committee on Invitations, viz :-The President,
Vice-President for the County in which the neXt
meeting is to be held, and the Secretary. AY
member wishing to send out invitations to corn
municate the names to some member of th'is
Committee.

A discussion on the influence which malara
exerts over disease in certain localities was entered
into, Drs. McLean, Bucke, Holmes, Lambert,
and others taking part.

Dr. Coventry, Vice-President for Essex, in a
neat speech on behalf of his Windsor brethren,
invited the members of the Association to a suPer
at the American house at 8 o'clock. Dr. Edware
accepted his kind invitation for the members frlo'
a distance. The meeting then adjourned tN1

Wednesday the 4 th August pext, at 1o a.rl., i
Sarnia.

JNO. L. BRAY,

Secretar.

BRANT MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The Brant Medical Association, at its last qUar
terly meeting in April, requested Dr. Reginad
Henwood, of Brantford, to become a candidate fo
the Erie and Niagara Division, at the approachng
election for the Medical Council. Dr. HenWo'd
has accepted, and is now in the field as a
date.

THE NATURE OF PUERPERAL FEVE•

The debate on Puerperal Fever at the Obstretr'c'
Society was opened by Mr. Spencer Wells il'
paper of which we publish this week a full rePO
The time which Mr. Wells had at his disposa l1
so brief that it could not have been expected oOnehini to discuss the evidence for or against any.
of the many views which have been entertai'e
with regard to the nature of what is called per'
peral fever ; and he opened the debate by Pe
pounding a series of questions to be disculsse
without giving any definite answer to any OneboO
those at least which relate to the etiology Of thi
disease. Still, from the general tenor oferi
remarks and from his expressed opinion ith ref
ence to the value of antiseptics in the prevenuti
this affection, it appears evident that Mlr.
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classes puerperal fever with pyomia and septicæmia;
.or he believes that, by precautions similar to those
lIlculcated by Lister in his antiseptic method of

eating surgical injuries, lying-in hospitals may be
of Puerperal fever just as general hospitals have

then rid of pyeniia by those means. In so far as
the uiscussion has taken place, those who have
take part in it have abjured rather than maintained
1he view, once generally held, that puerperal fever
lPoduced by a specific morbid poison ; and Dr.
oifhman, who until recently had been a supporter

that view, took occasion to make public the
act that lie renounced the opinions lie once enter-tainied, and had come to the conclusion that puer-

Peral fever was generally of a pyæmic or septicæmic
Character. A great difficulty in some minds in
cePting the contagious or infectious theory of the
s8ease bas been the fact that many women have

4en11 exposed to the poison of scarlet fover, measles,
of decomposing animal matter, &c., during the

Pterperal state, and yet have not become affzcted
t Puerperal fever but have made a favorablelcovery. Whatever be the value of this objection,

here can be no doubt that a considerable number
of the profession are led by it to discard the
contagious character of the disease. The remarks
of Dr. Newman cannot fail as an effective answer
to this objection; for lie pointed out that there are
ýertain conditions which favour infection with the
)'son in the puerperal, just as there are certain

conditions which predispose to infections or
alarious diseases in the non-puerperal state ; and

the causes of this predispositson in the puerperaleo indicated by Dr. Newman are the very sane
e0l'ditions which act in a simuilar manner in the

dlPuerperal-namely, exposure to sewer gas in
oh y-drained houses, and depressing emotions. One

Other predisposing condition he named which is
eeQluliar to the lying-in woman-the activity of the
vital processes in the pregnant and puerperal state.

The well-worked out statistics of Dr. Braxton
eks bear strongly on the etiology of the affection.foe 1 spite of the difficulty of tracing contagion iin

ý1h a populous city as London, and especially
%onigst the poor, yet lie pointed out that 89 or 90

cent. of cases of puerperal fever could be tracedt contagion from specific fevers or to decomposing
aterials in the uterus, thus leaving only 10 or 11

cent. in which the cause was difficult to trace.
e. know but little of the action of contagium,
ethie natter and decomposing animal matter on

the blood when introduced into the body ; but weho kIow that very important changes take place in
that fiuid in consequence of exposure to contagion,

SInalignant small-pox, scarlet fever, &c., as well
a consequence of the introduction of septie or

onposing animal matter into a wound, or into a8"'atch received while performing an operation or a
8tt-iortem exanination. Whether the evil effects

Iloduced be due directly to the poison introduced

from without, as is generally believed, or to the
absorption of poison from the patient's own tissues,
as Mr. Hutchinson holds is the ca3e in septicæmia,
or whether bacteria contribute in any way to the
production of those fatal symptoms which frequently
follow exposure to contagion or septic poison in the
puerperal state, the question of importance is-Can
these evil effects be prevented ? In a large and
populous city, where infectious disease is always
present in some form or other, the lying-in woman
not infrequently runs a risk of exposure to con-
tagion. What are the measures that should be
taken, and which would prove effectual for lier
protection ? Mr. Spencer Wells suggests antiseptics
and general sanitary measures. It is difficult to
sec how antiseptics can be effectually applied in
lying-in cases, seeing that in the event of the
slightest want of care they are liable to fail in their
effects in cases where they are easy of application.
General sanitary measures have done much for the
lying-in woman, for we do not hear now of such
epidemics as those described by Gordon and Arm-
strong; and they will yet do more when those
reforms which are necessary to the health of our
most populous districts shaUl have been perfected.-
The Lancet.

TAR IN BRONCHIAL CATARRH AND
WINTER-COUGH.

BY SIDNEY RINGER M.D,, UNIVERSITY COL., LONDON.

The frequent and popular use of this remedy,
both by the profession and by the laity, in France
and Belgium, led us to try its effects. Patients so
susceptible to cold, that they were obliged to remain
indoors the whole winter, informed us that this
remedy curtailed considerably the duration and
lessened the severity of their catarrhal attacks, and
that, by an occasional recourse to the tar, they
became less prone to catch cold, and could more
freely expose themselves to the weather, without
incurring an attack. It will be seen that our
observations confirm these statements.

We employed tar in two-gran doses, made into
a pill, every three or four hours. From October to
January, inclusive, we carefully watched its effects
on twenty-five patients, whose ages varied from 34
to 70, the average being 44. All these patients
had suffered for several years from winter-cough,
lasting the whole winter. They were out-patients,
and visited the hospital weekly, or oftener. Most of
them were much exposed to the weather, while
some were so ill, that they were obliged to stop
work, and, therefore were less exposed.

These patients suffered from the symptoms
common in winter-cough-paroxysmal and violent
cough, the paroxysms lasting from two to ten
minutes, and recurring ten or twelve times a day,
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and, in the night, breaking their rest. The expec.
toration, frothy and slightly purulent, was generally
rather abundant, amounting in some cases to half-
a-pint or more in the day. The breathing was very
short on exertion, but most could lie down at night
without propping. The physical signs showed a
variable amount of emphysema, with sonorous and
sibilant ronchus, and occasionally a little bubbling
ronchus at the base,

These patients usually began to improve from
the fourth to the seventh day ; the improvement
rapidly increased, and, in about three weeks, they
were well enough to be discharged. The
improvement was so decided, that the patients
returned to their work; even those who had been
confined to the house the whole winter. The cough
and expectoration improved before the breathing.
In several cases, the expectoration increased during
the first three or four days ; but its expulsion became
easier, and with the improvement in the cough and
expectoration, appetite and strength returned.

On discontinuing the tar, a relapse often occurred
in a week or two, and the patients returned with a
request for more of the same medicine, and then, a
second time, the symptoms quickly subsided. We
found it useless in bronchial asthma, and its effects
were more evident in cases where expectoration and
cough were more marked than dyspnœa.

We have no doubt that tar is a good, useful,
perhaps not a striking remedy in these troublesome
affections ; and certainly it is more efficacious than
the drugs generally employed.

It may be remarked, that tar is useful in the same
cases for which the spray of ipecacuanha winc is
serviceable. Th spray, we find, acts much more
quickly, and, unlike tar, it lessens dyspnea even be-
fore it improves cough or diminishes expectoration.

We have this year continued to carry on our
observations with ipecacuanha wine spray, and with
results confirmatory of the statements made in
August last. We find, however, that some patients
are very intolerant of ipecacuanha spray, which
causes in them a gocd deal of irritation, and even
tightness of breathing. It is advisable, therefore, at
first to dilute the wine with one or two parts of
water; a precaution especially needful for patients
affected with much dyspnoea, with lividity; for the
spray may for some hours intensify the difficulty of
breathing, and lividity, so as to alarm the patient
and friends.

It may not be much out of place to mention here
that, in several cases, we have found the spray very
serviceable in non-febrile inflammatory sore-throats,the mcuous membrane being swollen and very red.
We have found it useful, too, in hoarseness from
congestion of the vocal cords. Where the hoarse-
ness has lasted a kw days only, or one or two weeks,the spray often speedily cures ; but, where the
hoarseness bas persisted three months or longer, the
spray even improves the voice considerably, butsome hoarseness remains.-Brit. Med. fou.4nal. .

ETHER AND CHLOROFORI
w

Our Liverpool correspondent writes :-At the
Royal Infirmary, on Tuesday last, the proceedings
in the operating theatre were rendered more tha"
usually interesting by the attendance of Dr. Fifieldof Boston, United States, who, at the request
the surgical staff, demonstrated the American
method of giving ether, instead of chloroform, as a"
anæsthetic. The operations, three in number, were
the division of the tendo Achillis in both feet i a
child, by Mr. Harrison ; removal of a small adenOid
tumour from the breast of a young woman by et
Hakes ; and the removal of a diseased metatarsai
bone from a boy about 8 years old by Mr. Banks.
In each case, Dr. Fifield gave ether, using no other
apparatus than a conical holloiv sponge. ConmplCte
anæsthesia was produced in each case in fron three
to four minutes. Addressing the students aid
those assembled in the theatre, Dr. Fifield said:
" That, although an American by birth, he ha'
been educated in England and in Paris : had 110
prejudice either for or against chloroform, and had
enjoyed ample opportunities of witnessing the useof both chloroform and ether. The latter he hadgiven himself in thousands of cases ; had seen it
given in the hospitals of New York, Boston, aldother towns in his own country, and had neer
seen or heard of a fatal result. He was greatlY
surprised on his arrivai here to find that English
surgeons still adhered to the use of chlorofort1
which in America was almost proscribed. The
great superiority of ether was its perfect safety»
The operator commenced and completed his tahkwithout the smallest anxiety as to the effect of the
anæsthetic ; whereas, when chloroform was Usetoit was impossible in spite of every precaution, to
predict with certainty that the patient although in
comparatively good health, might not, before or
after the operation was finished, be found a lifeles5

corpse. As to the mode of administration,
expensive or complichted apparatus was necessarY'
nothing, in his opinion, was more suitable than a
hollow conical sponge. It should be given at 0 ce
freely ; a lavish use of ether at first proved a saVi0g
of material in the long run. Etherisation presents
three definitely marked stages ; first, that of muscular
relaxation ; second, tetanic convulsive action ; third,
complete surgical anæsthesia, indicated by stertor,
or what he called the ' snoring stage' ; and, unles
this stage was fully reached, there was risk o
partial failure, so far as full insensibility to pain W'
concerned." We think it probable that the clear
and forcible way in which Dr. Fifield has put the
matter before the profession here will lead at least
to a renewed trial of ether as a substitute for chloro-
form. In reply to our enquiry as to its adoption
in obstetric practice in America, Dr. Fifield inforied
us that the emplôyment of anoesthesia in labour
was, he thought, gradually dying out in the States,
many of the leading obstetricians believing that "ot
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n1Y did it produce a great liability to puerperal
helorrhage, but that, when flooding occurred, the
helpless and unconscious state of the anæsthetised
WOnan rendered her incapable of responding to
appeals to second by her own volition, attempts to
cause uterine contraction. It is worthy of con-
sideration however. whether ether or chloroform,
l4 their anoesthetic operation, are in all points
Precisely analogous during childbirth. In surgery,
Profound insensibility is indispensable ; not so in
all Cases of labour ; indeed, only so in exceptional
Cases. Partial etherisation either produces complete
IllUscular relaxation or tetanic spasm, either of
ehich conditions might unfavourably influence the
Ourse, of parturition. Chloroform on the other

tand, may, by careful management, be so adminis-
ýered as to produce and sustain for hours sufficient
"sensibility to render a tedious painful labor much
esier of endurance. Moreover, we believe that,

"l'atever may be the explanation, the observation

Oa British accoucheurs has satisfied them that the

thrturient woman enjoys special exemption from,
te fatal effects of chloroform ; no fatal case having

yet been recorded in this country, and unless our
rernory fails us, Dr. Marion Sims has publicly

Stted that a similar immunity has been noticed
ongst the parturient women in the United
tes.-Brit. Med 7ournnl.

VILLATE'S MIXTURE AND ITS USES.

Ihe introduction of Villate's mixture in sur-
Rcal therapeutics is of recent origin. A French

terinary surgeon having stated that, with the use
fthis solution, he daily cured caries of bones in

amlals, and especially in the horse, Dr. Notta
first thought of applying the remedy to the human
Slbject and in March, 1863, he published six
tbservations. The celebrated Nelaton heard of
tise st, and gave it a trial in his extensive prac-

ese, both in the hospital and outside. His suc-
cesses were such as to bring this new therapeutical
agent to the notice of the medical world.

11i March 1866, Dr. Notta published two mem-
Ors confirmatory of these assertions, which proved

be worthy of a premium from th, e Academy ofedicine, and a reward of three thousand francs.
oft was in January, 1829, that Villate, the author

his Solution, made known his first successes.
.in 1831, Mr. Miroud gives the formula of the

SI1ture of Mr. Villate, and says: " I have hadseveral times the opportunity of observing its salu-
h 7 effects in cases of caries. I noticed that it
p ened the exfoliation of the necrosed or cariousParts gave a more healthy appearance to discoloredSxrfaces, and had a tendency to stop certain morbid
exhalations.s

ofuring the ensuing ten years no mention is made
bf this preparation. Some practitioners used it,but never published the result of their observations.

Up to 1842 the operation on the horse for
fistulous withers was very frequently performed;
but from that time, and since the publication of
some very good observations on the use of this
mixture injected in the fistulas resulting from caries
of the fibro-cartilage of the bone of the foot (javart
cartilagineux), that operation was altogether put
aside.

From this date the solution became generally
known, and the reputation of a few eminent veter-
inary surgeons is due solely to the rapid cures
obtained by the use of this preparation.

They employed it against denuded surfaces,
fistulas, caries, necrosis, profuse secretions, catarrhs
of the ear, and some skin diseases of long standing.
They always observed that the greater the chroni-
city the more satisfactory was the result. Its use
was to be kept up until complete recovery. Even
in case where instruments had to be used for the
removal of a large sequestrum, the topical applica-
tion of this agent subsequent, as also previous to
the operation, has always proved itself superior to
all other known substances.

It has been used in caries of almost every bone
and articulation of the body; in cold abscesses of
the neck, deltoid region, back, superior third of
the thigh ; in fistulas resulting from abscesses by
congestion ; those of the lachrymal gland, of the
anus, of tuberculous affections of the testicle, etc.
Diluted in water, one part to ten, it is said to cure
every case of gleet.

Though I'm inclined to believe that the efficacy
of the mixture has been exaggerated by its advo-
cates, still I do not doubt of the accuracy of the
observations gathered and published, and think it
a good addition to our therapeutics. Lately, in
Paris, Dr. Polaillon cured several cases of chronic
otorrhea with this solution. The facts were so
evident, the treatment so simple, that I concluded
to use it in such cases, should I have an opportu-
nity. During the last two years I have used it
successfully four times ; and in my researches,
having failed to find any mention made by Ameri-
can physicans where this preparation had been used,
I concluded to present to the Association my obser-
vations, with a few general remarks on the mixture.

The original formula of this solution, as first
composed by Villate, is as follows:

1. Litluoris plumbi subacetatis, 3i.; zinci sul-
phatiš, crystal, and cupri sulphatis, crystal, aa 3ss.;
aceti vini albi, fi. 3vjss. Mix. Dissolve the salts
in the vinegar and add the subacetate of lead.
Shake before using.

Dorvault, Bouchardat, and some other authors,
put 3viij. of vinegar instead of 3vjss ; but Dr. Notta
does not think that this modification is of any
advantage and prefers Villate's original formula.

It is very important that this preparation should
be made as I stated. Druggists very often sub-
stitute for the white vinegar a solution of pyroligne-
ou s acid, in which case the liquid acts like a power-
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fui caustic, and the patient can not bear its appli- stop profuse suppurations, the modifications broughtcation. These two solutions can be very easily over the local affections is such that the patientsdistinguished at first sight ; when the pyroligneous recuperate very fast, appetite and strength areacid is used, the solution, once settled has a bluish restored, and they themselves call the attention Ofhue; but when prepared with the white-wine vine- the surgeon to the change-Dr. R. R. HOPKINS'gar it has a greenish hue. This is a capital point, in the Vew Orleans Med. and Surg. Yournal.-'for surgeons have noticed a great difference in using Med. News Cin.both preparations on the same patient. The pyro-
ligneous acid solution has produced excessive pains
and serious symptoms of irritation and inflamma- ON THE TREATMENT 0F TIE DIARtion. O H RA OF T E DR -
I do not understand the idea of Villate in com- RHŒA 0F TYPHOD FEVER.

bnng such substances, for the result is a general A paper on this subject is published by Georgedecomposition. Aoapon this subject is phe by or
Evidently the mixture of Villate owes its precious Johnso n, M.D., F.R.S., in the Pactitioner, forqualities in therapeutics to the presence of all those January 1875. Diarrhœea being one of thé mostsubstances entering into its composition, and not frequent symptoms of the disease, as well as theto any special one to the exclusion of the others. most troublesome, its treatment forms a very if 1'Each of these salts tried alone acts more or less portant part of the management of typhoid fever.like an astringent or a caustic, but does not give Fyears the practice of attempts

the results; therefore, however strange seems to arrest the frequent discharges by repeated doses of
be the preparation, it is preferable not to modify plates and astringents was adopted, but in îanY
it, as some have proposed to do. the diarrhœa continued, and meanwhile the

Thase ixture oVlltewhneed it dintestines were distended with gas, and the abdO-The mixture of Villate, when first injected into nen became tumid ard tympanitic. Then thea fistula, or applied to a wound, produces a sharp patients were tortured by the application of turpen'pain which ny last an hour or more; but the tine stupes to remove the tympanites.patient soon becomes accustomed to it, and in a 0f late Dr. Johnston has changed his practice,few days bears it without complaining. To avoid having gradually arrived at the conclusion, that 1violent pains in nervous or irritable patients, it the treatment of typhoid fever careful nursing andshould be at first diluted with water, and the dilu- feeding are of primary importance, while, as a rule,tion gradually made stronger until they can bear no medicines of any kind are required, and whe,
it pure. The first injections determine inflamma- not required they are often worse than useless*tion in the parts coming in contact with the soI not reue they re tien wors ta les-

tion Thse nflamatry ympoms re eneallAs arule, the fever patient at Kimg's College Wo'~tion. Those infammatory sympto s are generaIy pital bas the "yellow mixture," which is simplYliînited. Suppuration is more abuindant, but wilt coloured water, and, except an occasional dose Osoon diminish and stop entirely, which indicates a chloral to procure sleep, and a tonic during CO"'rapid process of cicatrization. In caries, flakes of valescence, Dr. Johnson gives no active mediciol's
bones will very often be washed out by the injec- of any kind. He feeds his patient mainly Withtions, or thrown out with the suppuration, but after any ind he fds hi paten anl wit
their elimination the cure will soon follow. milk, with the addition of beef-tea and two raW

egs n.1me Lwenty-four hours, and he gives 'y
and brandy, pro re nata. For a time he adopted
the method which has been strongly recommended,
of giving repeated doses of diluted mineral acids,
but he abandoned the practice, becoming convinced
that the acids irritated the ulcerated mucus merni
brane, caused pain and griping, and often increas-
ed the diarrhoœa.

Dr. Johnson thinks that the diarrhœa of a typhoid
patient is often increased by his inability to digest
the beef-tea and eggs which are too abundantly
given. When we have reason to suspect that
such is the case, it is well to keep the patient for
a few days entirely upon milk, which contains all
the elements required for the nutrition of the tissie
in a form most easy of digestion.

Wîth sncb as bas here been recommended, V3'
Johnson is in every way satisfied. During
past year he had under his care in the hosPltd
twenty-nine cases of fever; fifteen typhoid, an
fourteen typhus. Some of the cases were severe,

Judging from the effects produced, the mixture of
Villate seems to act as a mild caustic in stimulat-
ing the wounds, and sometimes in forming on thesurface a thin eschar, or a false membrane, which,when removed, leaves a healthy and granulating
tissue ready for cicatrization. This escharotic
action in some cases may be too active, therefore
it is necessary to watch the effects of the mixture,and not to allow it to remain in the bottom of
wounds. The mixture of Villate could not be used,like tincture of iodine, in the treatment of cysts
or circumscribed collections; in other words, in
cavities not communicating with the exterior, into
which more or less tincture of iodine can be safelyinjected. It is necessary that it should run ont
easly; it should, therefore, be employed only inthe treatment of !iose cavites communicating with
the exterior by means of fistulas.

The effects of these injections are local. Some
authors, however, declare that when the injections
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but all were discharged well. To only one of time. It is essential to attend to the state of the
these patients was opium given, and that was for bladder, and to pass the catheter at stated intervals
the relief of an irritable condition of the bowels till satisfied that the organ has regained its tone,
which remained after a severe attack of typhoid.- and you must watch lest the fundus of the uterus
en Cin. Med. News. fall down again into the pelvis. To lessen the risk

of this occurring, and also with a view of counter-
acting the tendency to abortion. you should for

UR. LOMBE ATTHILL, ON RETROVER- some time confine the patient strictly to the re-

SION 0F THE GRAVID UTERUS. cumbent posture. As the uterus enlarges, the risk
of a relapse lessens, and after a time becomes

impossible, but the tendency to abortion for a long
Itn the treatment of retroversion of the gravid times continues, and in a comparatively small per-bterus, two indications are plainly indicated, one cene otinues d te patiel rea er-

teingo keep the bladder empty, the other to restore centage of cases does the, patient reach the ful
theuîd its normal position. The former time of pregnancy.
hO ealways be effected by means of a long gurm- Before concluding my remarks on this subject, I

elasudawy eefetdb enso oggm must say a few words on the question of diagnosis.
er tic catheter, for an ordinary silver female cathet- In a e w hich he con my ob-

Will often in these cases fail to reach the bladder, In ail the cases which have corne under my ob-

%0 greatly is the urethra elongated and disp'laced. seratin in which an error in diagnosis had been

The bladder being emptied, it is generally advis- ade, no sufficient exanination appeared to have

able to attempt reposition at once, unless, as in w instituted ; thus, with respect to the patient
the case first narrated, great pain is caused by whose case I ar specially alluding to, the fact that

dOing so, under which circumstance it is wiser to sh was suffering from retention of urine was not

tloW some hours first to elapse, care being taken recognised, although the enormously distended

to Pass the catheter at short intervals. bladder could be easily felt above the pubes. This

n the majority of cases, especially if pregnancy negligence is quite inexcusable. But it is just

eeknot advanced beyond the twelfth or thirteenth possible than an ovarian or other tufour occupying
week, steady pressure exerted by rneans of two Douglas' space right be mistaken for a retroverted

t119ers introduced into the vagina, will be successful uterus, even though an exarnination had been

rasinm the fundus, care being taken to make the instituted, especially if it were large enough to press
Pressure rather to one side, 5 as to avoid the pro- against the urethra and thus obstruct the flow of

r eof the sacrum. Occasonally, however, urine ; but in such a case the symptoms of pre-

toryl fi the sacreposition by this means. gnancy will probably be wanting, and, moreover, a

he -fil to effect r oitin, y ths mens.careful examination will detect the uterus, which,
n this is o ou will Bnsmeimessrucceed byg under such circumstances, would probably have

ntoducingrone of Dr. Barnes' india-rubber bags been forced up above the pubes, lying anterior to
reterectum, (a) distending it with water, while the tumour. Any other tumnour, such as that caus-

Pressure is still exerted by the fingers in the vagina. tetmu.Ayohrtmusc sta as

these efforts fail in raising the funds abohe the ed by the sudden escape of blood into the recto-

eno resource remains but to bring onabortion. vaginal cul-de-sac, may, in like manner, cause some
hi, under the circumstances is best effected by perplexity. All doubts, however, will be dispelled

!ttoducing a catheter or sound into the uterus, and if, on erptying the bladder, the uterus is found

rPossible rupturing the membranes, but sonetimes, lying anterior to the tumour. Excusable errors in

osblnsequence of the os uteri having been forcede diagnosis, then, in cases of retroversion of the

' s behind the ubes, the introduction of a catheted gravid uterus, are possible, but with ordinary care
or shin thepubs, he mrodctin ofa ctheer such shouldrelievocu.- dcaPes

round is imossible, and then, as a last resource, d rarely, if ever, occur.-Medical Press
a effort should be made to lessen the size of the -C-rcular.
lterus by tapping it through the rectum by means
Of a fine trocar or aspirator. This has been done SELECTION OF THE PROPER LEG IN TURNING.

several times successfully ; the liquor amnii having -Dr. Macdonald (Edinburgh Medical ourna/,
een evacuated through the trocar, abortion follow- July 1874,) endorses the following observations ot

ed, the patient subsequently recovering; but in all Fritsch : " If turning be properly done it matters
cases of retroversion the tendency to abortion is not whether at the end the child is situated with

eat, and occasionally peritonitis supervenes. its back forwards or backwards. If let alone the
ear in mind that, in addition to abortion, the labor commonly terminates by the back rotating

Possible occurrence of peritonitis is to be dreaded, forwards during the passage of the body of the
and death may ensue from this cause. Retrover- child, as a result of the natural mechanism in the
sion, therefore of the gravid uterus is always to be small pelvis. It is recommended to seize the
îooked on as an accident of a very serious nature. nearest foot in all cases and turn as carefully as

But supposing you have succeeded in raising the possible, leaving all attempts to bring the child's

ildus, the patient will still, under the most favour- dorsum forward, to the mechanism of delivery."-
e circumstances, need care for a considerable Ibid.
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PUNCTURE OF THE BLADDER FOR
RETENTION OF URINE.

The following case is reported as showing a verycommon mode of the primary treatment of urinary
retention at the Boston hospital. A boy, fourteen
years of age, fell off a pile of boards on the 14th ofApril, receiving a moderate contusion of the right
hip. The next day he had retention, which was
relieved after considerable difficulty with a catheter.
He had more or less retention till he entered the
hospital on the 24th, when it was complete.
Repeated attempts had been made to introduce acatheter, but without success, and there was slighthæmorrhage from the urethra as a consequence.
At this time he was suffering great pain, and the
bladder was distended to the umbilicus.

Dr. Ingalls made no attempts at catheterization,
but immediately punctured the bladder just above
the pubes with the aspirator, and drew off threepints of alkaline urine, with complete relief to the
patient. The pain being slight, no ether was
used.

The next day the patient was catheterized once;
after that he passed his water very well, with thehelp of an occasional opiate, or warm water enema.
He was well on the 29 th.

The treatment of retention by aspiration is an
admirable one. The bladder is relieved; and the
urethra is allowed to rest and recover from thetemporary congestion, swelling, and tenderness
which causes the retention. Generally only one,two, or three aspirations are required before the
urethra regains its normal condition sufficiently to
admit an instrument without much difficulty, unless
there be a tight organic stricture. The relief iscertain, the pain slight; and the danger is nothing,so far as is shown by the pretty large experience
of this hospital. The operation may be repeated
two or three times a day for several days with
safety.-Medical &- Surgical Yournal Boston.

MEANS FOR RELIEVING, CHRONIC 1 LIFE IN A SIX MONTHs' Fors.-Dr. W. Atlee'
PAHTHIEI (Medical Tines, February, 1875,) reports the O'PHTHISIS. lowing case observed by himself, in 1845:,Atclosest calculation, the period of gestation did notDr.- James Little contributes to the Dublin exceed six months. The very emal cbild ' beiog

Yournal of Medical Science for January an article flaccid and apparently lifeless, was rolled in a clothon "the means most generally useful for relieving and laid one side. The placenta being reinj0ved'the cough, sweating and chronic dyspepsia of chronic and mother made comfortable, he was asked the ophthisis." For the relief of the second condition, of the child. On unwrapping it, le observed 'five grains of Doyer's powders administered at bed- slight gasp, it was now laid in a bed of cottime will check phthisical sweating nore frequently wadding, and its grandmother took charge Of tthan any other remedy. Next to it is atropia or its feeding it by dropping milk into its caouth fsulphate, given in the forni of a pill A to -é- of a the point of he dfinger. After bein kept and fedgrain. To preve t the great discomfort of the damp in this way t w i ng kt annigh dres Dr itel • - ay or two weeks, it was first washed anigd t dress, Dr. Lttle advises a large loose night dressed. At that time it weighed two and Ole'dress of fine flannel. fourth pounds. It lived, and is now a beautif"For the relief of cough, Dr. L., advises a mixture and vigorous lady.-Med. Review.

of morphia, atropia, hydrocyanic acid and syrup O
wild cherry. When the expectoration is very
tenacious, this mixture does liot answer as well 8
one containing small doses of iodide of potassiuwt
with bicarbonate of sodium, hydrocyanic acid and
compound tincture of chloroform. To this, snil
doses of tincture of opium may be added. ThI
mixture may be taken at short intervals, andcontinued until the expectoration becomes easier.

In cases where great distress arises from the paie
produced during violent coughing by the stretchi1g
of old pleuritic adhesions, the play of the dise8sd
lung may be limited by adhesive straps. Dr. 1-'
1as used with success strips of dimity, five inche

wide, and long enough to extend from sternum to
spine. One or more may also be drawn across the
shoulder, from the infra-scapular region behind tO
the njammary in front. Thus supported, the chest
walls are no longer injured by the concussion of t0
cough, and the greatest relief follows. Chloral, t"
to the amount of ten grains in each dose or an opiate
cough mixture, will render the effect more immediate,
and permit a smaller quantity of opium to be
employed. Chloral lozenges are also useful in the
case of consumptives who are still going about. ethe dyspepsia of phthisis, where there is simplY &loss of appetite, the only combination that seenis to
give relief is that of strychnia, with phosphoric or
hydrochloric acid. It may be given in an infusi'
of columbo or of orange. When, with the loss o
appetite, there is a feeling of load after food, I
dessert spoonful of pepsine wine, with ten nimfi"',
of dilute hydrochloric acid in a little water, after a
meal, usually relieves. In pain, flatulence, cotgh
and vomiting after meals, it must be given up for the
time, and a regulated and rather spare diet, together
with counter-irritation to the epigastrium, nmust be
employed, together, if necessary, with some of the
aperients which act on the upper part of the
intestinal tract, and some of the medicines which 'r
good against gastric catarrh.--Phila. Med. T5iflo'8
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WO NEW DIFFERENTIAL SIGNS IN DIS-
LOCATION OF THE SHOULDER.

In a clinical lecture recently delivered at Bellevue
1ospital, Prof. Frank Hamilton gave the two
fowing as new differential signs in dislocation of

h oulder:
Itet us return to the consideration of the two

8Pcial signs of shoulder-joint dislocation (liable to
onIy one exception, as I shall hefeafter explain),
Which I wish to add to those already given by
8 1rgical writers.

1c While the head of the humerus remains in its
800ket, if a rule be laid upon the outside of the arn
th the shoulder to the elbow, it will not touch

the acromion process, but will be distant from it at
the balf an mch, generally (,ne inch or more. Onthe Other hand, if the bone is removed from the
wheet, in whatever direction it may be displaced,
thether forwards, downwards, or backwards, unless

the Shoulder is much swollen, the rule, placed in
h ianner above stated, will touchi the acromion

2. If, standing bebind the patient (in case of the
8 At shoulder), the thumb and forefinger of the left

d18 uMade to grasp the shoulder in such a manner
th that the interdigital commissure shall rest upon

el acromion process, just outside of the acromio-
thicu]ar articulation ; and if then the finger and

bu1gb are dropped perpendicularly, the tip of the
er Will (in case the head of the humerus is not

dtcated) rest upon the centre of the round upper
etreinity of the humerus, as it projects in front of
telacrGonion process, while the end of the thumb
the rest upon the head of the humerus behind ; but
the head will be felt indistinctly by the thumb, for
te eason that, instead of projecting as it does in

it actually recedes a little beneath the acromion
entc'ss. Up to this moment the surgeon may

itertain some doubt whether lie is actually grasping
hig thumb and finger the head of the bone, but
Iow moves the elbow of the injured limb

ards, so as to carry the head of the humerus
wards in its socket, he will feel it press strongly
the thumb, and this will be conclusive. If a

toc0'ation exists, the head of the bone cannot be
p this situation, and by the thumb thusPlfiCed. s

si1 alve told you that both of these differential
ar' in their application to shoulder-joint injuries,ae lable to one exception. The phenomena would

the same s0 far as these two signs are concerned,
her there was a dislocation of the head of the

oterus, or a fracture with displacement of the neck
he scapula. The latter accident must, therefore
o rst excluded by a careful application of the rules

thjtiagnosis given in our treatises upon surgery ; but
relati.n which you can most safely rely is the

ye infrequency of the two accidents. It is

doubtful whether a long and active surgical practice
will ever furnish you with an example of fracture of
the scapula, while you will meet with a great many
cases of dislocation of the shoulder.-Medical
Record.-Penisular Jourmil of Medicine.

A PATHOGNOMONIC SYMPTOM OF THE
MORIBUND CONDITION.

Dr. John Shrady, in a paper upon the " Moribund
Condition," recently read before the Yorkville
Medical Association, of this city, maintained that
the earliest, and therefore the most valuable symptom
of approaching death, was the up and down move-
ment of the trachea ; that the inferior laryngeal
nerve, owing to a partial paralysis or impairment of
its function, is conterned in this phenomenon, and
sounds the first note of alarn that the medulla
oblongata is invaded.

This trachæal symptom is particularly prominent
in fatal cases of uræmic convulsions, opium
poisoning, apoplexy and delirium tremens ; the air
then ceases to stimulate the glottis, the respiratory
movements are impaired, and the lungs can no
longer decarbonize the blood.

In pneunonia this symptom is of especial value,
anticipating as it does, alarming changes in pulse
and temperature, while in phthisis, the doctor bas
known it to be a precursor of death three weeks in
advance. its presence or absence in membranous
croup, should be, in his opinion, an important
element in the prognosis of tracheotomy.-Medical
Record.

RESECTION OF THE ANKLE-JOINT.

Dr. Hamilton stated in his clinic that he was now
satisfied after a long experience that, in compound
dislocations at the ankle-joint, resection or amputa-
tion should be resorted to. He remarked that he
had treated two or three cases successfully with the
plaster of Paris dressing. But bis experience was
very decided that recoveries without resection or
amputation were exceptional ; therefore, as a rule,
one or two inches of the tibia should be exsected.
He exhibited a patient with this dislocation which
had been treated with a plaster of Paris dressing.
Gangrene had commenced, and the patient's con-
dition very unfavorable. Dr. Hamilton removed
about one and a half inches of the tibia. Two weeks
after the operation the patient was much improved,
and the indications are that the limb will be saved.

The plaster of Paris is used by some practitioners
in this place in the treatment of Potts' disease. Two
layers of the plaster applied, and made to encircle
the body from the trochanters to the axillary spaces,
with three or four pieces of sheet-zine interposed
between the layers of plaster parallel with the body.
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This has proved an excellent dressing in the treat-
ment of that formidable disease. Its cheapness
recommends it, as Potts' disease often occurs among
the poorer class, who are unable to purchase the
costly apparatus that has hitherto been in general
use.

Dr. Sayre contends that the morbid condition of
the hip-joint disease, as well as Potts' is produced
from local trouble, not in the least dependent upon
constitutional vice.-N. Y. Cor. Rich. and Louis-
ville Med. Jour.

EMPLOYMENT OF ASPIRATION IN
INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION.

In a note laid before the Académie des Sciences
(Gazette Hebdomadaire, March 26), M. Demarquay
states that the idea had occurred to him whether
the same result that is obtained in gastro-enterotomy
might not be attained by a simpler procedure which
might be applied by any surgeon. When an
obstacle suddenly opposes the course of the con-
tents of the intestine, gas accumulates above the
obstruction, producing tympanites, which is also
accompanied by nausea and vomiting-the intesti-
nal canal becoming paralysed by the excessive
distension. If, then, at the commencement of the
affection, before any local or general peritonitis
has supervened, we are able to relieve the tympa-
nites by an artificial removal of the gas, we find the
intestinal movements are sometimes re-established,
and with these a disappearance of the obstacle
occurs. M. Demarquay has met with three cases.
in which he has had recourse to this procedure
with success.

He gives a summary account of the last of these
cases. It occurred in a man aged twenty, who
was admitted into his service on February 25 with
all the signs of intestinal obstruction, the commence-
ment of which dated from the 23rd. There were
present nausea, mucous vomiting, considerable
tympanites, restlessness, and suffocating paroxysms
due to the thrusting up of the diaphragm. On the
26th the patient's condition was still more aggra-
vated, and four intestinal punctures having been
made-two on the right side and two on the left
side-by means of Potain's capillary trocar, a large
quantity of gas was drawn off by aspiration. The
abdomen immediately became flaccid, to the great
relief of the patient, and the noise of the motion
of the gas in the canal, due to the re-establishment
of the peristaltic action, was heard. As on the
27th there was still tympanites present, displaying
the form of the convolutions of the intestine under
the wall of the abdomen, a large quantity of gas
and intestinal fNid were withdrawn by means of
four additional punctures. In the course of that
afternoon all symptoms of obstruction had disap-
peared.-Med. Times and Gazette.

CANCER CURERS; THE WAY THEY DO iT-

The following article on the tricks of cancer
curers from the Chiiago Medical Examiner, 15
worthy of perusal.

Cancer doctors have some " ways that are dark,
and tricks that are vain," like Bret Harte's
" Heathen Chinee." Their system appears tO be
the same in outline wherever the rascals exist, and
is essentially as follows :

1. He who aspires to the dignity of a " Cancer
Doctor," must provide himself with an efficient
caustic, or set of caustics, which may be used la
the form of a powder, paste or plaster.

2. The quack must disguise the articles by
suitable coloring matërials, and stoutly deny that
they are caustics.

3. He must advertise largely that the great ID.
Tumorsmash will " take out the cancers without
the use of knife or caustic, and without pain," and
guarantee the cure.

4. When the patients flock in, he must pronounfCe
everything a cancer, whether it be a wart, corn'
fatty tumor, ulcer, necrosis, sarcoma, or what not

Now he is ready, and his success will dePen
upon his enterprise in carrying out the plan.

Honest John Leatherhead, the shoemaker, his
observed a lump upon the surface of his thigh, i
fact an encysted tumor. It gets in the way of
lapstone, gets hit with his pegging hammer, and
when it is hammered too much, becomes swo
and tender. Mrs. Leatherhead has read '
Tumorsmash's handbill, and advises John tO go
and see him. John, who has eyed the swefl0%
for many a month with fear and suspicion'
determines to have a talk with the great man,
especially as his "consultations are free." '
dresses in his best, and presents himself •rhe
quack views him from head to foot, and draWs hi01
out in conversation, to gauge the " size of bis
pile." He then looks at the encysted tumor, an
with solemn and ponderous dignity, pronounces
a cancer of the most malignant type. John tUrn
pale, and his leather head shakes on his shoulders
Can be be cured ? Yes, says Dr. Tumorsmiasho
but it will cost 5oo dols. Leatherhead Plead
poverty, but finally pays roo dols. in advance for
a guaranteed cure. . 0

"I believe you take out tancers without Pa
says lie. " Certainly," replies the quack, " that
always do. However, I must put you under
course of preliminary treatment for a few daYt
This preliminary treatment is a little painful, bU
you can bear it, and then I will remove the tuf
without the slightest suffering."

Dr. Tumorsmash now administers a good .dos
of morphine ; next he surrounds the tumor witha
circle of adhesive plaster to protect the adjacen
skin, and claps on his caustic. This hurts severely
but then it is only " preliminary treataielnt, a»
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lleanwhile he plies the morphine vigorously to EXSECTIONS OF THE HIP BY PROF.keep Leatherhead as quiet as possible. After a
roper number of hours, when he judges that he SAYRE.
as Produced a sufficiently deep slough, he removes

the caustic and applies poultices. The pain now Prof. Sayre of New York bas lately performed
ceases, and the poultices are continued until the bis fifty-fifth and fifty sixth hip-joint exsections,-
eschar is fully separated from the living flesh. both in the same week. The first was made in
10oW the quack is ready for his grand operation of Brooklyn, in the presence of Prof. Gross and both
removing the tumour " without pain." The the Pancoasts of Philadelphia, who chanced to be
Patient's friends assemble, the poultice is removed. in town. The case was a desparate one, and
nd the surface sponged clean. Dr. Tumorsmash ought really to have been operated on two years
scourses as follows : " My friends, I have called ago. Dr. Sayre first saw the child, who was seven

ýO in to see one of the triumphs of modern years of age, about two months before the date of
lnce. If you look at this tumor, you will see exsection, but had unavoidably obliged to delay

tw Wonderfully my medicine discriminates be- operatimg from time to time.

th.een the cancer and the natural flesh. Look at During March a profuse and obstinate diarrhœa
deep groove (pointing to the line of demarc- had set in, and emaciation was now extreme ; so

at). That was the boundary of the cancer, and that there seemed a very slim chance of saving the
t see that this wonderful remedy bas followed little patient ; which, indeed, could only possibly
t disease everywhere exactly up to that line, be done by operative interference. At the time of

h has nowhere gone a hair beyond it. It the operation he was almost in articulo mot-lis, and
aS the property of killing the cancer to its at one stage of the proceedings he ceased tooernOtest roots, and has no effect on healthy flesh. breathe, and it was thought that he was actually

Will now proceed to remove it." Suiting the dead. Prof. Gross, howeve% who held the pulse,
aton to the word, he gracefully seizes the rotten noticed that the heart did not altogether stop

ass With bis forceps, and lifts it out of its cavity beating. The table was inclined (so as to depress
Without pain." the head) until the completion of the operation ,
kI.atherhead is amazed, and profoundly grateful. the mouth was constantly moistened with ammonia,

a the course of three months the ulcer is healed, and finally the patient began to revive. The
atd for the rest of bis life he and Mrs. Leatherhead destruction of tissue in this case was very ex-
ever weary of sounding the praises of Dr. Tumor- tensive.

osnaght Dr. Sayre at first thought the acetabulum was

A. edical friend of mine once went to St. not perforated, but soon discovered that it was,
U to see a " Cancer Doctor," who, by dint of and that the head of the femur, already detached,

"ch advertising, had gathered a great array of plugged up the large hole through it. When this
ltents from the .whole West, and was doing a was removed, an enormous quantity of pus gushed

aßeificent business. My friend began to negotiate forth ; which was exceedingly fetid, from its
wlth him to buy bis secret. having been in such proximity to the sigmoid

flexure of the colon. There was no less than threeThe quack was willing to sell for a good price, sinuses whose external orifices were above Poupart's
Iod tOok him around to see bis patients. There ligament. We are happy to say that the child

as l legion of themi. Some had encysted tumors, began to improve immediately after the operation,soe atty tumors, some warts and moles, and and is now doing exceedingly well ; which goes to
there hron ulcretc. ; burin that collection prove the truth of the remark that Dr. Sayre often
return'were only three or four cancers. After makes, that bis most hopeless cases often turn out
atirlng to the hotel, the two sat down to smoke the best in the end. He certainly could not wish
bee together. Said my friend, "We have for a more hopeless one than the above.
na haround and seen a great number of cases, The second case was operated upon at his clinic

ac r any of them do you call cancer ?c he at Bellevue College, and on this occasion a patientbutac >ele,"OwlI iteua acr on whomn he bad performed exsection of tbe bip-
Of course you and I know that only three or

vyrs of therm are really so. If you recall my con- joint just two months before was presented to the
ati you will remember that 1 did not class. The little fellow was certainly wonderfully

rel, se those particular patients a cure, but the improved, and the father said he had gained about
tt Of themn I shall cure to a certamnty.", ten pounds smece the operation.. He was now

taken out of the l wire breeches," in which he had
rep'de frorm the energy of his adverising, the been kept ever since then, and it was found that

the fa tiOn of the " Cancer Doctor " depends on the lower extremity of the affected side was already
his tre that the great majority of the tumors under quite as long as the sound limb. A long steel
r eatment are innocent, and of course will not splint, reaching just above the hip, was then ap-after they are removed." plied, and the patient allowed to walk about freely.
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The new case was a little girl of five, in whom
the disease had existed for two years and had now
reached the third stage. She was in much better
condition than either of the other patients, being,
in fact, quite fat. The acetabulum was not per-
forated. After the operation she was placed in
the same apparatus which had just been " shed "
by No. 54, as both children were of about the
same height. This case is also doing well.

Since Prof. Sayre's unjust removal from the
position of attending surgeon to the Bellevue
Hospital last summer, his clinics at the college
have been constantly increasing in interest and
importance, and his material is now so abundant
that he can never succeed in bringing before the
class half the patients that present themselves. A
very good idea of the number and variety he does
present, however, may be obtained from the
verbatim report of one of his ordinary clinics, pub-
lished in the PhiladelA/ia Medical Times of April
io. After the publication of his clinical lecture on
hip-joint disease in the Putnam's series, a number
of gentlemen expressed their surprise that he
should be able to get together on the same day
three cases illustratidg the three stages of the
disease ; but this was entirely an accidental occur-
rence, and is by no means uncommon at his
clinics.-Com.-Philadelhia Med. Times.

UTERO-GASTROTOMY.-At a recent meeting of
the Medical Society of New York, Dr. Marion
Sims made some remarks on utero-gastrotomy-the
removal of large uterine fibroids by abdominal sec-
tion. The operation, he said, stood where ovario-
tomy did twenty years ago ; it had opposition to
encounter, and would doubtless achieve the same
victory. In America, it had been performed
successfully by Kimball, Burnham, Boyd, Storer,
and Darby; in England, by Charles Clay, Fletcher,
and Lawson Tait. Koeberle of Strasburg cured
four out of six cases ; while Péan of Paris gives the
minute histories of eleven cases, with seven cures •

and his pupil Urdy says that the whole number of
Péan's operations up to the present time is twenty,
with fifteen cures. Dr. Sims had recently operated
twice for the removal of the uterus, with large
fibroid, by abdominal section. The patient was in
a feeble state from excessive loss of blood. During
the separation of a large fold of intestine from the
surface of the tumour, the capsule of the tumor was
torn up, large venous sinuses were opened, and the
patient suddenly lost about sixteen ounces of blood.
She never rallied, and died from the shock and
loss of blood in thirty-five or forty minutes after the
operation. The second patient was thought to be a
favourable cas& for operation. It was done on
November 9th, according to Péan's method. The
patient died in seventy-six hours, of septicæmia.
Examination fost mortem showed the pedicle in a

sloughing condition below the wire clamp, the
slough extending along the line of incision in the
abdominal parietes, and on top of the bladder, and
in the broad ligament. There were eighteen
ounces of bloody serum in the peritoneal cavit.
Péan's method of operating is to make a pedicle of
the supravaginal portion of the cervix, and to draf
this out through the lower edge of the abdorlini
section by clamp, as in ovariotomy. He transfiXe5
the cervix by a double wire, ties one on each side
of the cervix, enclosing the broad ligament.or its
respective side in the wire. Dr. Sims emploYeô
Péan's method in both his cases, but would not use
it again ; but he advocated the use of the actSl
cautery. -He exhibited a clamp ecraseur on the
principle of Nott's (and Isaac E. Taylor's), by which
he would compress the broad ligament on one side
near the body of the uterus, and then sever the

seerthligament with the cautery down to its junction with
the cervix. The same method is to be folloWle
on the side, and then it only remains to cut the
tumor from the supravaginal cervix, and cauterise
the surface. The several cauterised portions are
then dropped into the peritoneal cavity, whel, 1
spite of the eschar, they unite at once by adhesive
inflammation to the surfaces with which they lie
contact. Dr. Sims exhibited an automatic alcobO
blowpipe ftor heating the cautery irons. Dr.
M. Moore of Rochester, last summer had a caseo
uterine fibroid on which he operated successfUl'
in which the tumor weighed seventeen pound'd
The operation was a modification of the one intro-
duced by Dr. Miner of Buffalo, in cases of ovari0
tomy, and called by him ovariotomy by enucleatiOn»
In this case a pedicle was created by separatinlg 0
portion of the serous membrane from the surfac
of the uterus and tumor, and bringing it ifltO the
abdominal wound, where it was retained, ast e
ovariotomy, and formed a cup which received te
blood which might escape, and the discharges,
thus prevented their entrance into the abdornl
cavity. Dr. Peaslee of New York had seel
two cases in which he thought the operationl W5
advisable ; but did not wish to be understooke
opposing it. He was perfectly willing to underyrk
it when the indications were fulfillled.-NeW
Medical Recor.-Brit. Med. Yournal.

SALICYLIC AcID AS A DISNFECTANT.-This ae
bas been recently introduced into the surgical dep
ment, and serves a much better purpose than carbole
acid. The great advantage it possesses is, that ig
destitute of odor, while it thoroughly deodorizes
discharges that it comes in contact with. It is us
in solution directly to the granulating surfae b
means of a syringe or irrigator. The soluio.n
made by combining and dissolving the follo
Salicylic acid, one part ; phosphate of soda, th
parts ; water, one hundred parts.-N. Y.
Journal.
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vours at removing it had subsided. Ordered ice
1IMOVAL OF A FOREIGN BODY BY THE to suck, and to inhale the steam of warm water.

OPERATION OF PHARYNGOTOMY. i 2th November.-The great laryngeal distress he
suffered from in the night had considerably

BY W. I. WHEELER, F.R.C.S.I. subsided. Ice continued ; diet, milk and beef-tea.
e On the i 5th I again endeavoured to withdraw

before the Surgieal Society of Ireland, March i9.) the needle, and had an eye or loop put on the
external surface of one of the blades of the forceps,

* John O'Brien, t. 45, married, a large in order that the thread, to which I had added a
S.i in robust health, by occupation a farmer, portion of hempen ligature, to make it longer,

esiding in the County Leitrim, was admitted into might run through the eye, and thus direct the
e City of Dublin Hospital on Tuesday, November forceps to the needle. The needle had, however,

xoth, 1874, under my care, having been sent to been so completely and firmly embedded that it
e by my friend and former fellow-student, Dr. was impossible to catch it. I next tried the thread

er. At the time of his admission his face was through a catheter with the eye in the end (kindly
and flushed, with slightly injected conjunctiva, lent to me by Mr. Tuffnell), hoping by this means

ad there was a huskiness of voice not unlike that to depress and dislodge one side or end of the
acite laryngitis. From one corner of his mouth needle. This was likewise unsuccessful. I con-
"ng a strong black thread, which was fastened templated dividing the needle, and to try the effect
".d the left ear. He states that on the Sunday of magnetism, but I abandoned these ideas for

Previous, that is two days before his admission, he reasons obvious.
d been sewing a button on his trousers, and 17th November.-Up to this date the patient

It 1g put the needle into his mouth, eye formost, had not swallowed any solid food from the day of

b s lped down. He endeavoured to withdraw it the accident, and had got considerably thinner,
t he thread, but it seemed to him to fasten it and pale and haggard looking. Occasionlly he
bghter for the obvious reason that he was em- suffered considerable pain, which caused him
edding the point more firmly. On examining sleepless nights, being not only where the foreign
s throat with the laryngoscope I was able to body was situated, but even up the side of his
etect the exact position of the needle, being head, and in his ear ; the patient did not suffer sobuIewhat obliquely situated, the eye-end being much laryngeal irritation after this trial at removal,
Iied in the left palato-pharyngeus muscle, the and it was wonderful to witness the great toleration

Point i the left arytenoid cartilage. At a subse- of the patient to these trials to relieve him.
ie tperiod this diagnosis was confirmed by Dr. Having tried every means possible for the

hwi cDonnell, 'ho kindly examined the patient extraction of the needie without operating and
the laryngoscope for me. opening the gullet, I felt from the condition of the

Intense anxiety was depicted on the cou ntenance patient, his increasing weakness, the anxiety he
the man ; he could not swallow anything but was suffering, the occasional intense pain, added
ds Before his admission Dr. Palmer had tried to his numerous and constant importunities to
eXtract the needle, and also Dr. Little of the relieve him and cut it out, there was no other
go Infirmary. I endeavoured on the night of means at my command but to perform pharyngo-

18 admission to extract the needle, but without tomy. After due deliberation with my colleagues,
ccess, and although I believe on one occasion I Mr. Tuffell and Mr. Barker, who on every occa-

bght it with the forceps, it slipped through the sion I required most kindly attended and assisted
es. I ordered him ice to suck, and made me, I determined to operate, and on Monday, the

cheeh traction on te thread by fastening it to the 23rd of November, I proceeded in the following
foi ek. by means of adhesive plaster. On the manner, before a large class of students and several

t llng day, the 11th November, I called a distinguished surgeons of Dublin.
C011sultation of my colleagues, and with the assist- The man being placed on the operating table in

of Mr. Tuffnell (President of the Royal the theatre, was put under the influence of chloro-
ege of Surgeons) and Mr. Arthur Baker, both form. I made my incision on the left side of the

needOm attended, I tried again to remove the neck, commencing from the body of the os hyoides
die but without success. I had procured to the superior margin of the cricoid cartilage;

t erent kinds of forceps for the purpose, and have through the integument and fascia a small vessel
hank Mr. Butcher for lending me an instrument sprung, most probably the sterno-mastoid branch
se blades opened antero-posteriorly, which I of the superior thyroid artery, which I quickly

atteght right have been useful. After some ligatured. Each layer of fascia I took up on a
%ff Pts to withdraw the needle the patient director, and cautiously divided ; the common
ete Considerable laryngeal distress, and I external and internal carotid arteries now came

erMiined not to again try its removal for some into view, also the superior thyroid artery and
, until the symptoms ascribable to the endea- superior laryngeal nerve, with a few descending
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filaments from the ninth nerve. I now separated
the attachment of the omo-hyoid muscle. The
chloroform, which was administered by Mr.
Gardiner, the senior resident,was now discontinued.
The vessels Mr. Butcher was good enough to
retract for me, and kept them to the outside. I
now passed a staff, as originally recommended by
Vacea-Berlinghieri, into the mouth and pharynx.
Mr. Tuffnell, to whom I handed it, caused it to
bulge the pharynx to the left side, and at this
prominent point I made a small incision sufficient
to allow in the top of my index finger. The staff
was now withdrawn, and I enlarged with my
fingers the opening already made in a direction
upwards and downwards. I now passed my finger
behind the ala of the thyroid cartilage, and endea-
voured to feel for the needle which I was unable to
find. I next passed in a small forceps on the
palmar aspect of my left index finger to the situation
I knew the needle was, but could not get it.
Failing this, I passed my left fore-finger upwards
towards the rnouth and brought the thread attached
to the needle from the mouth through the wound.
I followed the course of the thread, but the needle
was entirely embedded in the soft structures. I
now scraped through the tissues with my nail,
and came on the needle by slight traction on the
thread, and grasping the needle with the forceps
before mentioned, I withdrew the needle, to my
great gratification and relief of the patient. During
the period I was abstracting the needle the patient
suffered great dyspnœa, his face was congested,
eyes protruding, the perspiration was pouring off
his face, and to the unitiated it would appear as if
dissolution was near at hand. I put no sutures in
the gullet, but the edges of the wound I brought
towards one another with a few points of carbolic
suture. The man was speedily conveyed to bed,
a piece of lint soaked in carbolic oil was laid over
the wound, a poultice of bread and milk placed
over the abdomen, to be renewed in four hours.
Nutritive enemata to be administered during the
day, ice to suck, &c., and a sponge soaked in iced
milk was occasionally squeezed on his lips.

I saw him in four hours after the operation the
expression of anxiety had left his countenance; he
expressed himself relieved; some of the milk given
by means of the sponge and in teaspoonfuls came
out through the wound, but the greater part
followed the natural course to the stomach.

On the 24th he was doing well ; had some sleep.
25th November.-Had a rigor; temperature

1000; the edges of the wound slightly inflamed;
an abscess formed in the incision, which discharged
itself through it, as I had taken the precaution not
to draw the edges together, as such was likely to
follow.

On the 6th of December the fluid ceased to
come through the wound, and he was discharged
from the hospital perfectly recovered on the i 9 th
of December, 1874.

The points of practical interest appear to me al
follows :

i. To arrest hemorrhage from the small vessels
necessarily severed immediately, so as notto obscure
any of the parts to be divided, which should be
well examined before being cut.

2. To have the vessels well retracted.
3. To have a staff put into the pharynx froml the

mouth to make it bulge.
4. Not to pass a knife into the pharynxôed

enlarge the opening up and down, as recommend e
by Mr. Cock, as to my mind this was the cause O
the hoarseness in his case, and it was thus he
wounded the filaments of the nerves.

5. The patient need not of necessity be fe
with a tube.

6. Should the thyroid gland appear, not to
mistake it for the gullet.

7. To operate on the left side of the neck, beid
more convenient to the surgeon, unless the foreiO
body is bulky and bulges on the right.

In conclusion, I agree with Mr. Cock,
believes the operation, if dexterously performe
not to be a fatal one ; and I have thus, as faithfU
as I can remember, described each step of 10
operation, in hopes that it may be of use to o
if called on to perform pharyngotomy.--Aed
Press and Circular.

THE MARRIAGE OF COUSINS.

One of the " undetermined questions " on whi'ch
much light might be thrown by those who have
opportunity of ascertaining with accuracy, a
completeness the circumstances of family-life, 15
effect of marriages of consanguinity. In tht
country the problem is almost limited to the of
of the marriage of cousins. The question 1O
great importance, for it comes up at some t1ime
other in almost every family, and from the mera
of our profession an authoritative opinion
constantly expected.

A strong feeling against iuch unions has growr
up among many of the more thoughtful and bette
informed members of the community.
objection is in part probably an instinctive 00
but is chiefly founded on the occasional knO
consequences of such marriages. Instances in eh
the offspring have exhibited in alarming frequen¢l
defects of form or constitution have probably Co
within the personal knowledge of most persons, a
striking examples which have from time to t.
been recorded are to be found in most physiologiet
texc-books. 'Deaf-mutism is one of the comrinOfl b
defects met with under the circumstances ; and t
chaplain to the Association for the Deafand Duo
has recently enumerated in a letter to a contene
porary, several sad instances which have co
under his notice. In different families twoth
four, and in one case eight out of nine chi
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Were deaf and dumb, the pirents being cousins. mT
Of the frequent disastrous results of such unions t
there can be no question. Mantegazza found that e
'ut of 5oo marriages between blood relations in pUIy 102 the offspring exhibited no morbid V
tendency. s

It is obvious, however, that not every morbid v
Condition occurring in children of related parents u
car. justly be ascribed to consangunity. Some
staistics do not show at all conclusively the t
" tuence they are supposed to prove. Mantegazza,

'instance, found that in 15 marriages between c
tcle and niece or aunt or nephew 33 per cent. of v

the Offspring exhibited defects in constitution or adevelopement ; in 107 marriages between first c
ý01sins, 28 per cent. of the children were affected ; a

38 marriages between second cousins, 94 per c
Cnt. of children, and in 68 between third and c
fOUIrth cousins, 41 per cent. of the children, i
Sffered. The affection of the children in the two

tter cases was obviously in great measure irrespect-
Ie of the relationship between parents, and
Probably is of no significance as evidence for or
alnst marriage of consanguinity. Instances also

are lot unfrequent in which the offspring of such a
a'Iriage exhibit no defect in development or in

Constitutionjare in every respect strong and healthy;
weakness does occur, it is not with greater

frequenlcy or in greater degree than is common in
the children of those who are not cousins. Cases
are indeed on record, especially in certain colonies

, in which repeated intermarriage, continued
vten for centuries, has led to no apparent

deterioration of physical condition.
The problem is rendered complex by the

Cumlstance that, in a large number of instances,tle Marriage of relàtions brings into play other in-
Rences than those implied in the mere fact of con-

Sanguliity. It is well known that a morbid tendency
existing in each parent is transmitted with great
Certainty, and usually in intensified degree, to the
offsPring. Relations, of course, much more

81Uently than strangers, possess the same con-
titu1tional condition. As has been said, " consan-

klnity raises heredity to its highest power.»
oreover in some of the instances of intermarriage

ehe relations have lived in contiguity, have been
POsed to the same endemic influences, which

aVe thus been intensified in their offspring, either
actual morbid states or in liability to disease.
13 believed by some that all instances of defects
the offspring of such unions may be thus ex-

thaed that marriages of consanguinity do not in
. 1selves entail any evil. Of late Mattei, Ber-

l, and others have strongly urged this view.
ofe latter even advocates the beneficial influence

Such Unions augmenting the healthiness of
llies free from taint, while it brings out to the
t of day concealed impurities of blood. But

rch reasoning involves a grave and dangerous

isrepresentation. Incermarriage can only conduce
) health in families free from taint by keeping out
xtraneous sources of impurity, while the least
roclivity to disease is increased incalculably.
ery few families in a community such as ours are

o free from lurking mischief as to be able to
enture on such a course. On the other hand, the
nion of a sound and unsound individual not only
may conceal but actually diminish the transmitted
int.
The question can only be determined by the

areful record of a large number of cases by those
who can trace out family connexions and are fully
cquainted with family taints. Instances on the
ne hand, of the marriage of cousins, and its results ;
nd, on the other, of the occurrence, under different
ircumstances, of such defective development of
onstitution or physique as has been attributed to
nter-marriage. Until this is done, and data,
iegative as well as positive, collected in large
iumber, the question must remain undecided.
The evidence afforded by isolated instances such
as we have mentioned cannot be regarded as
conclusive. But the peculiar character of many of
the cases renders it difficult to understand that they
can be entirely due to the influence of transmitted
and intensified tendencies to disease. The form
which they assume is, with curious frequency, that
of defective development of the nervous system
and its appendages, showing itself especially as deaf
mutism. This clearly, in some cases, results from
the transmission of a tendency to disease of the
nervous system, which shows itself in other
members of the family as insanity or epilepsy.
But if there is, as there appears to be, a considerable
number of cases in which the deaf-mutssm in off-
spring resnlts from the marriage of cousins in which
no such fainily proclivity to affections of the nervous
system can be traced, even in the slightest degree,
the probability that such defect is the direct result
in some way, of the consanguinity of the parents is
very strong. It is difficult to understand how any
other morbid tendency on the part of the parents
would result in such a condition, either by causing
defective development in that special direction, or
by the mechanism of intra-uterine disease.

Whatever be the conclusion, it can, however
affect very little the practical question. Whether
intermarriage be capable of generating defect in the
offspring of the previously healthy, or merely of
intensifying morbid tendencies- already existing,
there can be no doubt that the health of the
community has nothing to gain but very much to
lose by the practice, and that it should be, as far
as possible discountenanced. Were it not for the
effect of union with healthy persons, the morbid
tendencies, which so many possess, would receive,
as they do when the rule is departed from, terrible
augmentation.-The Lancet.
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~J~4tcd ~teu au ~}w~.RETAINED PLACENT.-JIn reference te somne a%#edial atmo and gtws.
_______ _______of retained placenta that had been treated by fO'r"''

ble removaiwhich ho regards as a dangerous practic"ýA NEW POINT IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF OVARIAN Dr L
DISEAE.-Mr. Spencer Wells mentioned, at a in ar aen lis attention t the
meeting of the Pathological Society (March 16), a
very striking fact in illustration of the practical use colure, which he lias always found as effectuai a
of the microscope in the treatment and prognos f is afe and easy, and which is also a very efficacio
disease. He bas long taught that single cysts uca means for the prevention of after-pains and utriea
the ovary may be truly ovarian (excessive growth hcmorrhage. Lt consists in the injection of the
of one Graafian follicle) or e;:tra-ovarian (dilatation umbilical vein with coid water. A dean sectioand growth of part of the remnants of Wolffian hould first be made,
body, or parovarium). And he bas found that, plainly into view, and also to shorten the
while the extra-ovarian cysts are often radically which should not ho more than fron twentY t
cured by a single tapping, the cyst contracting and thirty centimetres in iength. A syringe, contail"l
never refilling, the true ovarian single cysts are at least 150 grammes, and having a long
almost certain to fill again. He had also shown canula, shouid ho employod. The coider the w3te
that the contents of the parovarian cysis consisted used, the less is the quantity that need be injected
of little more than pure water, with scarcely any s0 that whie 150 grammes suffice at the ordify
albumen, or only a little albuminate of soda, the temperature of winter, twice or thrice as much W31
specific gravity seldom exceeding 1005. Mr. ho required in summer.-Gaz. des Ho , Febru1l
Thornton has recently discovered that the fluid in 25-Med. Record
some single ovarian cysts contains little groups of
cells, which he believes are only formed from the FORCEPS AS A CAUSE 0F LACERATION. -
lining membrane of the Graafian follicle ; and the Xr. Goodeli (S/a/e Med. Society) says:
presence of these cells, with the higher specific our own experience and that which we have
gravity and the amount of albumen or paralbumen in the practice of others, we have long been COO f
in the fluid, are sufficient to enable a surgeon to vinced that the forceps is the common cause 0
say after tapping a single cyst whether it is likely most of the severe lacerations of the perifleu0j
to be radically cured by tapping only, or whether Even in comparatively easy cases an instrunentau
it is almost certain to refill and require ovariotomy. delivery of the head will often occasion an unSeeu-Med. imes and Gaz., Mardi 20, 1875. rent in the mucous surface of the vagina which t

DELIVERY OF THE HEAD IN BREACH CASES.-
Dr. Penrose, in speaking of the delivery of the
head in breaci fresentation, says: When the head
is transverse, the fingers inserted on theîide of the
pelvis can easily reach to the superior strait, and
can easily be applied to the root of the nose or in
the mouth, and the head can thus be quickly and
readily conducted, still in the transverse diameter,
to the floor of the pelvis. And again : If the
head is at the superior strait, and the uterine forces
fail, do not think of the forceps, but press directly
down on the head with the hands ; you can thus
apply any amount of vis a tergo. In almost all
cases of breech presentation the forceps are un-
necessary, and the rapid delivery of the head can
be easily and quickly secured by the bearing down
efforts of the mother, aided or replaced by the
pressing down efforts of the attendant.

AFTER-TREATMENT OF ExSECTED JOINTS.-Af-
ter the usual operation for excision of any of the
joints, plaster-of-Paris bandage has been used with
much benefit. .It serves the purpose of being rela-
tively light, and at the same time keeps the limb
perfectly quiet. A fenestrum is cut where it is neces-
sary, either for the purposes of dressing or drainage.

passage of the shoulders extends through the Pev
ineum. Increased observation confirms me in te
opinion that, other things being equal, as soo1 '
the perineum is well distended the forceps should,
as a rule, be removed, unless the withdrawal Of tho
blades requires a force which might hasten delivel..
Dr. T. Addis Emmet, also, states "that bad lacera
tion of the perineum is the result generallY o
instrumental delivery." Now that the use of tbe
forceps has become so indiscriminate, it is We
consider these statements of careful and
observers.-Med. News Cin.

IN RHEUMATISM.-

1 Trimethylamini, Miv ad Mviij;
Syr. zingiberis, 31;
Aq. menth. pip., 31.-M.

Take at intervals of one to three hours
pain is relieved.

FORMULA FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF
CHLORAL HYDRATE.-

R Croton-chloral., gr. xxx;
Glycerinæ, 3iss;
Ext. glycyrrhiz., 3i;
Aq. et syr. simpl., aa fàiss.-M.

Tablespoonful pro re nata.--(Med. Timo')
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1PRIVATION OF FAT IN WASTING
DISEASES OF CHILDREN.

During the past few months it has happened to
the writer to have had to treat three cases of a
ertain form of wasting disease of infants, in which
e emPloyment of a simple line of treatment has

been attended with success. Although none of the
derent means employed are original, but have

een previously recommended separately, yet it is
deeMed useful to recount them, and to make known
how that by combining these resources an efficient
t4ethod of treatment may possibly be commanded.

It is not intended to particularize the different
cses, but simply to state their general features.
Ait three were infants under the age of six months.

wo Of them when seen were very much emaciated,
O One not so extremely so, yet its emaciation up

to the time of treatment was progressive. Persistent
adlOst troublesome vomiting, alternating or

COonitant with diarrhœa, denoted the severe
Ittion of the alimentary canal ; while the
îogressive and extreme emaciation showed

great defect in the nutritive functions. Naturally
faats in this state get very fretful. Their

shrivelled expression of countenance is that of a
1iiature aged person, haggard and most pitiable

ed distressing to look upon. On pinching
shghtly the loose and wrinkled skin, it is felt to bethilnlher than natural, and the deposit of fat in the
subclltaneous cellular tissue which gives plumpness
and rotundity of feature to the well-nourished
child, is found to be wanting, so that the skin
srPly covers the puny muscular development and
the bones. It is this simple want of fat in the
tiPteks which marks the type and class of cases-

by no means infrequent-in which the inunction
of oil, hereafter to be recommended, is attended
with gratifying success.

Of the great importance of fat in the economy
of nutrition, it is scarcely necessary to speak. Let
us, however, very briefly summarize the teachings
of physiology on this head :-(i.) Fatty matter
exists in the blood and is highly nutritive. (2.)
It is generally distributed throughout the tissues,
scarcely any tissue being altogether destitute of
fat. (3.) Fat is always present in newly-forming
tissues and newly-forming cells, and is essential to
nuclear and cell growth. (4.) The healthy action
of the skin is maintained by the secretion of fatty
matters in the sebaceous glands. (5.) The hepatic
function employs a certain amount of fat, and fat
exists in other secretions besides the bile. (6.)
Fat is a heat forming substance, and contributes to
animal energy. (7.) Phosphorized fat is a remark-
able constituent of nerve substance.

Of all these facts and teachings, that which
assigns to fat its share of wort in building up the
tissues, and in being essential to cellular and
nuclear development is, perhaps, the most im-

portant in its bearings on the malnutrition of
infants. The rapidity of cell formation which takes
place in the infant, makes a demand for fat. If
the supply of fat be cut off, as it is when an
irritable stomach rejects the maternal pabulum, and
when a continuous diarrhœa carries off in an im-
perfectly digested state, the small quantity of milk
which the stomach may possibly have retained,
and which is hurried through that part of the intes-
tinal canal where the fatty matters are digested.
Hence the deprivation of fat in a condition like
this, and the resulting progressive emaciation.

Called upon to treat a case of this kind, the
practitioner would rationally set about the rectifi-
cation of these disturbances by seeking to assuage
the irritability of the stomach, to control the
diarrhœa, and to promote the assimilation of fat.
These three distinct objects may be attained by
the following means:-

i. The irritability of the stomach may be
lessened, and stomach digestion promoted, by
administering to the infant about four times a day,
a few minutes before it is about to suckle, small
doses of bicarbonate and phosphate of soda. In
doses of from one to five grains, the phosphate of
soda alone, or combined with a little alkaline
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carbonate, proves a most efficient agent, and it
seems to contribute specially to nutrition. It is
reasonable to suppose that it assists in the phospho-
rization of fat and in helping to make bone and
nerve tissue.

2. The diarrhœa may be treated (as it was in
these cases) by oxide of zinc in one, two, or three-
grain doses, with a minute quantity of the com-
pound powder of ipecacuanha added, should the
diarrhœa persist after a few doses of simple zinc
oxide. Over and above its astringent effect, the
tonic properties of the zinc constitute part of its
value. The Dover's powder not only serves as a
convenient preparation for giving opium in small
doses, but it stimulates the defective skin, lessens
irritability, and promotes rest and quietness which
are essential to nutrition.

3. The repletion and assimilation of fat, may
best be promoted by the inunction of oil. The
inunction of fat or annointing with oil is a practice
of great antiquity ; but the revival of its employ-
ment in modern times, as a means of supplying fat
to the blood and tissues by means of absorption
through the skin-a practice now guided by a
knowledge of its modus operandi-is one of the
many valuable recent contributions to practical
medicine. The whole surface of the abdomen
may be directed to be rubbed with fine olive oil
two or three times a day,-and also the back and
limbs in extreme cases,-and to be swathed in an
oiled cloth after the process of rubbing. Active
absorption, stimulated by the gentle friction, then
goes on during the rest of the time ; and the
watchful practitioner will soon begin to perceive
its effects in the arrest of the progressing emacia-
tion and in a slow but gradually increasing rate of
improvement.

The writer is disposed to attach great importance
to the employment of oil in this manner as most
essentially contributing to improved nutrition.
Clinical experience bears out the theoretical con-
siderations that may be deduced from physiological
teaching. All the cases got weil in a comparatively
short time, and one of the attenuated babies is
now a most remarkably fat and heavy child. The
treatment, which in this particular case, was kept
up longer tha& was found to be necessary in the
other cases, seems to have made a lasting impres-
sion upon the child's nutritive powers.

DR ARNOLD AND HIS FRIENDS.

Dr. Kitchener in a chapter on the treatment
invalids, says, " Imprimis, beware of dogs." A
more forcible caution we consider w.ould bel
" beware of quacks." The legislature having mfade
the revision of medical laws an affair of State it

might have been expected that the most influental
and respectable part of the public press would not
be found siding with ignorant pretenders to the
practice of medicine, yet the general gist of their
arguments is that the suppression of quacks by the
force of law, involves the impracticable absurdity
of prohibiting a mother or a nurse from adflin'
tering medicine to a child suffering from indigs'
tion, till a licensed practitioner had sanctioned tYe
prescription ! and that as every one is allowed tO
preach the gospel who can procure hearers, 50
every one should have liberty to practice phys'c
who can obtain patients. By a letter received a
few weeks ago from a practitioner in St. john'"'
New Brunswick, enclosing slips from the city
papers we find our quondam friend, the Surgeon iii
the Prussian Army, who gave special attention to
all diseases of the feet, hip joint diseases, white
swellings, without administering internal medi'
cines ; who cured cancers and fistulas without the
use of the knife, &c., &c., in serious trouble with $
merchant tailor of that city. The latter arrested
him on suspicion of debt, and forthwith rush the

knights of the quill to his rescue, one of whorn thU5

sensibly discourses "Dr. Arnold claims to be

Regimental Surgeon of the German Army, praCtls'
ing medicine here by order of his superiors'
distributing drugs to the poor in accordance Wth
his instructions, and forwarding regular reports O
all cases he treats to head quarters. Veily $
Howard redevivus, a firm believer in the axiOîo"f
Boerhave " That the poor are the best patients for
they have God for their paymaster." The Editor
organ of belief must surely be inordinatel
developed, as he informs his readers that " Dr
Arnold has forwarded the facts, through the
German Consul to his Government, and eXPects
that Prince Bismarck will call on Mr. Disraeli for
satisfaction for the insult." This then accounts
for the recent war cloud in Europe, for the nectiIg
of the Emperors, and for recent inquiries in t
House of Commons about England's prepareSSe
for war. Illustrious Dr. Arnold ! Katerfclto O



Old was not fit to touch the hem of your garment. address. The address which was listened to
''he old mountebank trick of being announced by attentively, was a comprehensive review of the
beat of drum in the market square, sinks into objects of the Association, such as the elevation of

Isignificance compared with modern newspaper the standard of medical education, the advancement
heralding. Advertising in the ordinary way or by of medical knowledge, and the promotion offriendly
leaders from the Editor, is the main spring of intercourse.

ernPirical success, and it is only necessary to be in The Association was divided up into sections,
Possession of sufficient funds for the purpose to each being presided over by its respective
ellsire the enclosure in the net, of any number of Chairman, who read an address. The papers

dpeso Thousands of dollars are occasionally presentedto the Association were each read before

lIsked in giving publicity to a nostrum, and the the respective sections, except one by Prof. Gross,

tetuIrns are in proportion to the courage of the of Philadeiphia, cni IlBlood-letting as a Lost Art,"

8peculatot, his happy adaptation of bis remedy to permission having been given him to read it before
hat oe knows to be prevalent diseases and tbe General Association on the forenoon of the

?OPular impressions, and to bis more or less second day. The gist of this address was, that

!l1difference to truth. Medical men -are alone extremes were dangerous, and that the time was flot
ýaPable of forming an accurate judgment of the far distant when the vlost art" would enjoy a

tal effects of empiricism, and of clearly pointing reactionary favouritism. Wile admitting the

nurt why it should be suppressed. They are, mischief of the excessive use of the remedy, many
therefore, morally as well as ex-oj'icio, bound to cases were cited to prove the efficiency of its timely
edPress firmly and openly their opinions, and to application.
eXPOse to the utmost of their power the nature and The sections were well attended, and many ex-
r'tent of the evil. That quackery will always exist cellent papers presented. In the section on Prac-

pe klow we , for credulity is too deeply rooted in tical Medicine, Dr. Flint, Sr., chairman, summar-

the kuan mwd ever to be thoroughly plucked ized the advances in practical medicine during the

opulaBut quackery at present rears its head too last year, touching upon various subjects such as
1gb, and affects a degree of equality with physic alcoholism, motor nerve centres, new remedies,

We'hich ougbt no longer to be tolprated. transfusion, and suggestions in regard to the natural

history of crime.
In the Surgical Section, Dr. Moor, chairma

pread an exhaustive paper on I Transfusion," its

theICA General AsscitinCnIhefoenonofth

advantages and disadvantages, metbods of proce-
We present our readers witb an abstract of the dure, &c.' In the Obstetrical Section, Dr. Byford,

POeedings of the American Medical Association, chairman of this section, read a paper on the

Cead in Louisville, Ky., on the 4 th it., and following treatment of uterine fibroids by injections of

faal wich we have gleaned from our American ergotine, and gave a description of several
txchanges. The Association was called to order by cases attended with remarkable success. In the

br. E. Richardson, Chairman of the committee of section on State Medicine and Hygiene, Dr.

%'%lgenenswbo welcomed the members in a suit- Bowditch, chairman, took up the subject ol
able address, and announced the plan for the general a national council of health, and advocated

rneetings of the Associations in different sections. united action of the Societies, s0 that the mattei
r. IN. S. Davis of Chicago, announced tbe presence might be brougt prominently before Congress.

of I)r- Botsford of St. John, N. B., President of the A communication was received fromn Dr. David
Camadian otedical Association, and moved that he general secretary of the Canadian Medica

Uvited to take a seat on the platform. Dr. Association, in reference to a resolution passed a

Ot&ford on reaching the President's, chair, was the last meeting, recommending a conferenc

Pr"4eeted to the audience, and made some appro- between the American and Canadian Medica
Prate remarks After reading the namdes of the Associations, at some central point, having for it

utlegBt some 300 of w om were present, the objects, the mutual interchange of ideas o
Prsident Dr. Bowling of Ky. read the annual medical and surgical subjects, and the fornatiol

f

t
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of a closer relation between the two National
Associations. This was referred to the Committee
on Nominations, and the following gentlemen
were appointed to confer with a like committee of
the Canadian Medical Association, at such time
and place as may be agreed upon by the joint
committee of the Associations :-Drs. S. D. Gross,
Pennsylvania; J. T. Hodgin, Missouri; Austin Flint,
New York; W. Walling, Kentucky; T. C. Lane,
California; W. Johnston, Mississippi; W. Brodie,
Michigan ; T. D. Cunningham, Virginia; E.
Andrews, Illinois; Wm. B. Atkinson, Pennsylvania;
H. J. Bowditch, Massachussetts ; R. Bartholow,
Ohio.

The subject of providing a Memorial Fund to
perpetuate the name of E. McDowell, the " Father
of ovariotomy," was taken up. Dr. Sims, of New
York, Chairman of the committee, brought in a
report, recommending the raising of a sum of
$10,000, the interest of which shoild be devoted
to the payment of prizes for the best essays on the
"Diseases and Surgery of the Ovaries," and leaving
the privilege of providing a local memorial to the
State of Kentucky. Dr. Gross made some remarks
im reference to the motion, and concluded by
subscribing $1oo to the fund. The formation of
an " International Medical Conference," to be held
im Philadelphia during the Centennial Celebration,
was next alluded to. It was announced, that the
session would be held in September, '76, and that
invitations would be sent all over the world.
Addresses will be read, referring to the progress
made in Medical, and Surgical science, during the
past one hundred years.

The follôwing gentlemen were appointed dele-
gates to the Canadian Medical Association, which
meets in Halifax, N. S., on the 4 th of August 1875 ;
Drs. S. D. Gross, Philadelphia; T. Anderson, and
W. Walling, Kentucky; Wm. B. Atkinson, Phila-
delphia; W. Brodie, Detroit; .and E. T. Easley,
Texas. The Association was magnificently enter-
tained, by both the profession, and the citizens of
Louisville. Many members of the Association made
a visit to the Mammoth Cave, a reduction in fare
having been arranged for the round tnp.

The following Officers for the ensuing year were
appointed, after which the meeting adjourned, to
meet in Philadelphia, on the first Tuesday in June
1876 : Presidet ; Dr. J. Marion Sims, New York ;
Vice-Presidents ; Drs. Jackson, Kentucky ; S.

DA LANCET.

Lilley, New Jersey; N. Pinkey, U. S. Army; and
S. D. Seely, Alabama; Treasurer Dr. C. Wister,
Pennsylvannia; Librarian, Dr. W. Lee, District Of
Columbia; Asst. Secty. R. J. Dunglison, Pen'l
sylvania.

The Chairmen of sections were as follows :-
Medicine, Dr. T. G. Smith, Pennsylvania; Obstet-
rics, Dr. S. C. Busey, D. C. ; Surgery, Dr. A-
Garcelon, Maine; Medical Jurisprudence, Dr. F-
L. Howard, Maryland; State Medicine, Dr. R. C'
Kedzie, Michigan.

MEETING OF THE NEW COUNCIL.

It is more than probable that before our le
issue the 'newly elected Council of the College o
Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario will hold 'ts
first meeting. This meeting will be of more tha0
usual interest, as there will be considerable work
to be done. Some revision of the curriculum
be rendered necessary, owing to the re-entrance o
the Homœopathists into the Council, and sole
modification in the mode of appointing examiner5
and the allotment of subjects to each will be
rendered necessary. The mode heretofore adopted
of appointing examiners from the schools, to ee
amine on those subjects upon which they resPec-
tively lecture, is vicious in principle and should be
discontinued. The appointment of examillers
from the Council Board, to the entire exclusion f
outsiders, has not been found to work as well as
was anticipated. It is a notorious fact that the
examinations are becoming more lax from year to
year ; in fact the late examination may be said to
have been a mere farce compared to those which
took place in former years. It is said that the
students are in the habit of hissing those Whose
questions seemed to them to be of a difficult
character, and applauding those who gave easy OneCS
and if such conduct is to be encouraged it is eaSY
to foresee the result.

Several complaints were made some tile ag
that the Treasurer, Dr. Aikins-who is also oe of
the examiners-demanded of the students whet
they came to pay him their fees, which school the'
belonged to. Many of them considered this an U-
warrantable interference, and it gave rise tO the
suspicion that the Doctor had some special object
in asking the question. Some of them were so 50'

dignant that they felt disposed to answer that it



Vas no part of his business, but they desisted and It will be simply an act of justice on the part of
Subnitted to what they considered a wrong, be- the new Council to supplement the amount voted
Cause they feared that as an examiner he might be at the last meeting.
Severe upon them at the oral examination. This We would in conclusion again urge upon the
seemed an unpleasant state of affairs. One of the Council the propriety of appointing a public
Students wrote a letter to the LANCET in October prosecutor in each county in Ontario, whose duty
lat ii reference to this matter, and since then it would be to prosecute every man who attempts
there have been no complaints ; but it would be to practice medicine without being properly
as well to avoid the possibility of such occurrences licensed. Unless the Council takes some action
by discontinuing the practice of appointing a in this matter it will be impossible to collect the
r4emnber of the Council,!belonging to any of the annual tax. There are as many quacks in the
8chools, to the double office of Treasurer and Ex- country to-day as there were before the Act was
aIniner. passed.

Some alteration should also be made in reference
tu the regulation which permits the lecturer on MEDICAL ELECTIONs.-We are requested to
k4ateria Medica to lecture on Botany and Medical state that Dr. Pyne, the Registrar of the Ontario
lr'SPrudence, in short, to undertake the work of Medical Council, has issued voting papers to all
three Men, while in other departments the certificate the registered medical practitioners in each terri-

o ly valid when the lecturer lectures upon one torial division, according to the addresses on the
branch of medical science. This is an anomaly register. If any of the electors have failed to
vhich should no longer be found among the regu- receive their voting papers through change of#
latn01s. If it is thought advisable to connect two or address or other cause, they will be kind enough
r4Ore branches together and place them under one to communicate with the registrar, and he will at
teacher, such subjects as have an intimate relation once forward duplicate papers to the address
to each other should be chosen, such as Chemistry indicated.
anId Toxicology, or Medical Jurisprudence and Since our last issue two new candidates
ToXicology, or Chemistry, Medical Jurisprudence, have appeared in the field in opposition to Dr.
and Toxicology. Materia Medica and Botany Allison for the honor of representing King's and
ýlWght be associated in one chair ; but the idea of Queen's division in the Council; Dr. J. N. Reid,
Concentrating Materia Medica, Medical Jurispru- of Thornhill, and Dr. J. J. Hillary, of Uxbridge.
dence, and Botany, all in one chair, is a matter Their addresses will be found in another column.
which should not be allowed to pass unnoticed. There will, therefore, be a triangular contest in this
'Orle change is also required in the division of the Division. It is very gratifying to find such able
ubjects of the primary and final examinations. men coming forward to seek the honor of a seat in

Sorne unexplained reason Toxicology is the council. In the " Erie and Niagara " Division,
Placed among the primary subjects, although a Dr. Henwood, of Brantford, has been brought out
knorough knowledge of this branch embraces a as a candidate and with every prospect of success.

o0Wledge of Practical Chemistry, Medicine, and We congratulate the Brantford Medical Association
edical Jurisprudence. It would be much more on its choice of a representative. In the " Mid-

ational, to put Practical Chemistry along with land and York" Division, Dr. Agnew, of Toronto,
eoretical among the primary branches, and who was a candidate in opposition to Dr. Hillary
nsfer Toxicology to the final examination. at the last election is announced as a candidate
We trust also that the new Council will deal in response to a numerously signed requisition,

beally with the Registrar, Dr. Pyne. We can (see announcement in another column). Dr. Ross,
ar testimony to the zealous and indefatigable of Sherbourne street, Toronto, is also in the field

thanner in which he has discharged his duties. An and will receive a large and influential support.
fusual amount of work has devolved upon that We have not heard whether Dr. Hillary is seeking

gentleman during the past year, and the small pit- re-election or not. There will, no doubt, be changes
tance the old Council voted him is entirely insuffi- in the representation of several of the Territorial
cient remiuneration for the amount of work done. 1 Divisions.
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We hope that by the time the next elec-

tion comes round, the council will make such
changes in regard to the voting papers as will ren-
der it unnecessary for the elector to go before a
magistrate to have his signature attested to. It is
a great annoyance, as well as an insult to the
members of the profession to require them to attest
their signatures in this way.

HoMROPATHY IN THE COUNCIL.--Some of the
HomSopathists seem to think their craft is in
danger ; the "dominant school," to use their own
language, is going to devour them, and a few
of them met in solemn conclave in Hamilton
on the 2oth ult., and issued an encyclical. They
resolved that " it was high time to make known
their principles." This sounds very queer ; we
thought their "principles" were made known
long ago. All true Homœopathists are next
exhorted to follow the teachings of Hahne-
ýnann, and if any erring brother shall fall away
from the faith let him be anathema ; and if any
Homœopathist shall take his seat at the Council,
let him be anathema. We are glad, however, to
learn that the great majority of the Homeopathists
in Ontario have decided upon taking the ad-
vice of their Parliamentary friends ; which was,
that before coming again to ask for a separate act
of incorporation, they should see how far the
Council to be elected under the new medical Act,
might be willing to go, in redressing certain
grievances, of which they think they have a right
to complain. We may venture beforehand to
assure those gentlemen, that they will find on the
part of the new Council every disposition to treat
them courteously, and to accede to any fair gnd'
reasonable proposition that will conduce to the
more effectual and harmonious working of the
Ontario Medical Act.

BISHoP's COLLEGE MEDICAL FACULTY.-The
following changes have been made in Bishop's
College Medical Faculty, Montreal. Dr. R. A.
Kennedy has been promoted to the chair of
Surgery, and Dr. J. Perrigo to that of Medical
Jurisprudence. Dr. Wm. Fuller (late of McGill
college) has been appointed to the chair of
Anatomy; Dr. Andre Latour as demonstrator of
Anatomy and Dr. W. Nelson as assistant demons-
trator.

MovING FOR A NEw TRIAL.-The counsel for
the defence, in the Sparham abortion case, are
moving for a new trial. The argument will come
before the Judges in a few days, and the resuit
will be known in a short time. The points reserved
for argument, are chiefly concerning matters oflaw'
The conflicting nature of the medical evidence
shuuld also havebeen reserved for argument, as there
was considerable difference of opinion among the
medical witnesses, as to the cause of death, s0 e
alleging that it was caused by violence used to effect
abortion, some that it was due to pyæmia, an a
others that it was from hæmorrhagic smalPol'
There appears nothing inconsistent with the theOry
that the girl died from the poison of smallpox. She
was exposed to the contagion for three weeks pre
vious to her death, and it is well known that ths
poison in the system is of itself almost certain to
produce abortion, followed by fatal results. The
Post mortem appearances were also, in some respects
such as are present after death from hæmorrhagi
smallpox. If therefore, there is any doubt in the
matter, that justice has not been done in the Pte
mises, the prisoner should have the benefit of the
doubt. Quite a reversion of feeling has taken
place in and around Brockville since the trial'
and petitions are being largely signed, asking for
a commutation of the sentence in the event
failure to get a new trial.

THE LIBEL SUIT.-We publish in another colt1o
a letter from Dr. Lavell. in which he takes the blarne

upon himself, of having written, and sent us for
publication, a letter in the April number chargin1g
Dr. Franks with forging his name. As we suspected
Dr. Lavell signed the document referred to, sever1
years ago, and had entirely forgotten the circU"'
stance, until reminded of it, by reference to certain
other documents. The circumstance occurred 1
or i i years ago. While deprecating in the strongest
possible manner, the reckless way in which
medical men lend their names, without enquiin9
what use may be made of them, we regret that any
injustice should have been done Dr. Franks, bY
associating his name with the crime of forgery.

ERRATUM.-Among the names of the candidates
published in our last issue, wlho passed the Pr"
mary examination before the Council, that of J. ,,
Gray was, by a misprint, given as " J. L. Gracey-
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McGILL UNIvERSITY MONTREAL,-The degree
OfM.DC.M. was conferred upon 31 candidates at
the convocatio n in the above University in March
1at. The foll owing are the naies of the gentle-
Men :-H. U. Bain, J. B. Benson, G. E. Bomberry,
J B Brossard, W. H. Burland., J. H. Christie, J.

orland, J. F. Dowling, G. C. Duncan, S. K. Falls,
L. Gilbert, P. J. Goodhue, K. D. Graham, E.

hanlington, W. Hanover, W. L. Hume, T. A.
Jarnieson, W. J. Kerney, O. X. Langlois, R. J.

attice, W. McDiarmid, J. A. Meek, G. H. Monk,
. Nelles, W. D. Ross, W. F. Scott, S. J. Tun-

stall, M. O'B. Ward, H. Wigh, E. J. J. Woods, C.
• Woolway.
The following are the names of the honor men:

J Tunstall, Holmes gold medalist. First prize
1 the pass examination, J. B.'Benson, Chatham N.

First prize for the best primary examination,
has. S. Murray, Montreal, and R. W. Powell,

Ottawa. Honorable mention in the final, Messrs.
A1aingon, Hume, B ain, Ross, Falls, Ward and

ott for the primary, Messrs. McDonnell, Ritchie
krth, Levi, Young, Reddy, Secord, Snider, Ross,

nt, G. R. Cook, and S. Stevenson. First
pize in Botany, Mr. Ayer; in Zoology, Mr. Butler.

'e valedictory to the graduates was given by J.
elles of Brantford, Ont.

N e UNIVERSITY, KINGSTON,-The follow-
gentlemen received the degree of M.D., in this
ersity on the 29 th of April,-Messrs. A. B.

arscallen, A. B. Deynard, W. E. Dingman, D. H.
Ws1ey, G. C. Dowsley, J. W. Lane, S Masson,
•. McCollough, S. Potter, R. F. Preston,

• Tuttle, and H. D. Forde ; also, John Jones,
C. i. Lavell, who passed the necessary exami-

t on last year, but had not attained full age. A.
i etts also passed the examination, but was not

')ted a degree on account of his not being of
Iiil age.

he following fellows were also elected :-In
irty, Principal Cavan of Knox College, Toronto;

L, lon. O. Mowat; in Arts, S. D. Cumberland;
Medicine, Dr. W. R. Cluness of Sacramento.

ToitONTo UNIVERSITY. MEDICAL EXAMINA-
. The following are the names of the candi-

le wlho passed their final examination for the
egee of M. B. :-J. H. Bennett, W. Britton, J. W.

. H. Cam eron, A. B. Cook, J. H. Colton,

T. S." Covernton, J. E. Eakins, T. Hobley, E. L.
Hopkins, J. Hunter, R. B. Lesslie, S. S. Murray,
John McAlpine, J. O. McGregor, E. O'Neil, H.
Park, J. W. Renwick, A. Sanderson, R. J. Trimble,
J. White. The medals and scholarships were
awarded as follows: - University gold medal, W.
Brit'ton; silver do.-1, J. White; 2, J. P. Bennett;

3, J. E. Eakins; Starr gold medal, W. Britton;
silver do. - i, J. White ; 2, J. H. Bennett; first

year scholarship, H. S. Griffin ; second do, W. T.

Stewart; third do., A. McPhedran.

TRANSFUSION OF GoAT'S MILK.-Dr. Howe, of
Charity Hospital, reports in the N.Y. Med. Journal

a case in which he transfused goat's milk into the

veins of a patient very much reduced from chronic
arthritis and tubercular disease of the lungs. The
injection of 1Y oz. of milk caused dyspnœa and
pain in the chest, but these soon subsided ;
another ounce was then injected and was' follcwed
by a recurrence of pain and dyspnœa ; the canula
was then removed and the patient expressed
himself as feeling better and wished the transfusion
repeated next day. This was not done, however,
as there was no change for the better in his
general condition. He died two days after the
operation. Dr. Hodder, of Toronto, injected
cow's milk into the veins of cholera patients with
partial success over 20 years ago.

CHANGES IN THE MEDICAL FACULTY, McGILL
COLLEGE, MONTREAL.-Dr. Geo. W. Campbell,
Dean of the Faculty, has resigned the chair of

Surgery after an occupancy of 38 years. Dr. Geo.

E. Fenwick succeeds Dr. Campbell as Prof. of

Surgery. Dr. R. T. Godfrey (late of Bishops College)

has been appointed to the chair of Hygiene, and

Dr. T. G. Roddick as Prof. of Clinical Surgery. Dr.

W. Gardner (late of the Bishop's College) has

accepted the chair of Medical Jurisprudence, and
Dr. Sheppard has been appointed demonstrator of
Anatomy.

ZIEMSSEN'S CYCLOPŒDIA OF MEDICINE:-

As this great work progresses, it is possible-

from some subscribers breaking up their sets, or

from other causes, that occasional odd volumes

may be offered for sale. Those who desire the

complete work are warned against purchasing these,
as the Publishers do not engage to supply parts of
sets. Every subscription nust be for the entire
work. No volumes will be sold separately.
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APPOINTMENTS,-Wellman Alexander Harvey,
of the Village of Harriston, Esq, M.D. to be asso-
ciate Coroner within and for the county of Welling-
ton. Henry Mitchell Jones, of the Village of Com-
bermere, Esquire, M.D., to be an associate Coroner
within'and for the the County of Renfrew. John
Ross Van Allan, of the Village of Morpeth, Esq.,
M.D., to be an Associate Coroner, within and for
the county of Kent.

Thomas Norton of the village of Horning's Mills
Esquire, M.D., to be an associate coroner for the
county of Grey.

Dr. Francis Condie, M.D., of Philadelphia,
author of " Disease of Children," &c., died on the
31st of March, at Morton, Pa., in the 8oth year of
his age.

SYPHILITIC LESIONS OF THE OSSEOUS SYSTyy
IN INFANTS AND YOUNG CHILDREN, by •

Taylor, M.D., Physician to Charity HosPita
New York. New York, William Wood & CO;
Toronto, Willing & Williamson.
This may be said to be an entirely original WOVl'

The field which this author has entered upon
entirely untrodden. He was therefore obliged to
draw from nature for his material, and the bOOk
before us speaks volumes for the successful WaY io
which he has done his work. The author shoo
that these lesions are not so rare as generally b"'
lieved, and gives the clinical history of a nto'
ber of cases in which Osseous Lesions were directly
traceable to Syphilis. The work is of interest 'lot
only to the specialist, but also to the general Pra'
titioner as well.

THE FISHERMAN'S MEMORIAL AND RECORD 30
Ø0ho and gampuhet5. Proctor Brothers, Gloucester, Mass.

THE DISEASES OF THE STOMACH, by Wilson Fox,
M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., Prof. of Clinical Med-
icine, University College, London ; third edition,
revised and enlarged, with illustrations. Phila-
delphia, H. C. Lea; Toronto, Hart & Rawlinson.
This work in its former editions, has been so

favorably known that it requires no special notice
from us, even if we had the time and space to de_
vote to it. The new edition will, we feel quite
certain, be gladly welcomed by the profession in
both hemispheres.

LLoYD's MAP OF THE AMERICAN CONTINENT-
New Invention:
Lloyd, the famous map man, who made all the

maps for General Grant and the Union army, cer-
tificates of which he published, has just invented a
way of getting a relief plate from steel so as to
print Lloyd's Map of the American Continent-
showing from ocean to ocean-on one entire sheet
of bank note paper, 40 x 50 inches large, on a
lightning press, and colored, sized and varnished
for the wall so as to stand washing and mailing
any where in the world for 30 cents, or unvarnished
for 25 cents. This map showes the whole United
States and Territories in a group, from surveys to
1875, with a million places on it, such as towns,
cities, villages, mountains, lakes, rivers, streams,
gold mines, railway stations, &c. This map should
be in every house. Send 30 cents to the Lloyd
Map Company, Philadelphia, and you will get a
copy by return mail.

At Thornhill, on the third ult., the wife of
Reid of a son.

At Rose Cottage Brooklin, on the 15 th ult., th
wife of Frank Warren, M.D., C.M., of a daughter.

By the Rev. Mr. Hill, assisted by the Re"-
Stewart, John Mitchell, Esq., M.D., of Ne4Wto
ville, to Miss Jardine, of Darlington.

At the residence of the bride's father, 46
St., Hamilton, by the Rev. H. Johnson, B.D.
J. S. Atkinson, to Isabella, eldest daughter of Jo
Moore. All of Hamilton.

On the 28th of Feb. at Cambray. Ont. Elliswort
Moore. aged, one year and seven months. BelOY
ed and only son of J. M. Hart M.D., &c.

At his residence, King St., Uppertowna
John Lawrence, Esq., M.D. and Mayor of f
aged 62 years and 21 days, a native of Aberde8l
Scotland.

On the 12th ult, in Hamilton Dr. Howell at
residence on John Street.

* * The chrgefor notice of Births, Marriges and
8îfifty cents, which should be forw irded in postage sta0n'

the communication.
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
"fanufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

%thuiivea demand for Cod-Liver void of color odor, and nfavor-having a
vt ea strictly bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, not

at scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
d cening f fit cal the Medical Profession that it can be retained by the stomach

feeture induced to Medial Possin when other kind fail, and patients soon

ruat the Ftshing Stations. where the become fond of it.

fid hrought to land every fcw hours, T h secret of making good Cod-Liver
.he Livers consequently are in great Oil lies in the proper application of the

Otion proper degree of heat; too much or too

* Oil is manufacture1 by us on the -irtlewill seriously injure the quality.

fia bore, with the greatest care, rn Great attention to cleanlinees ie abso-
br , aithy Livers, of the C only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-

ir aîtthe aid of any chemicals, by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the

b et troces and owest temperature market is the make of manufacturera who
V,,ich the 1 cano be separated f rom are careless about these matters.

e%11s of the Livers. It is nearly de-
POrf. Parker. of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.'

Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "It is the best for foreign or domestie use."

14ý&fte.r years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-

0118, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON--PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.

48 IOSWELI, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonic,

eor mhbined in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate

t h and Calisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-

%d, Without any injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cordial, delicious to the taste

Nfep,-ePtnble to the most delicate stoniach. This preparation is made directly f'romi the ROYAL CALISAVA BARK, not
Y41 L ALKALIiDS OR TIH EIR SALTS-bein unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are simply an

4uîe. Of Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depened upon as being a true Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. ac des-
CDoonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

to e o"-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This preparation contains one grain of Strychma added

pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its toni effect.

tabl:;ro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismnth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each

-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD & 0O., CHEMISTs ANE DRUGGIBTS, New York.

Minerai Waters of Vals.ý
a generai manner, the springs Saint-Jean, Precieuse,

R eaire , Rigolette, Magdeleine, by their alkalinity,
y the liquids of the abdominal organs, and con-

c "ate to them a reparative impulse. They increase

11î facilitate the urinary secretion and cutaneous perspi-
titol- They disaggregate the molecules which con-

or Ute, by their union, gravel or calcilus of the kidneys
beOf the liver, and prevent nephritic or hepatic colics.

eoe fard off gouty attacks, and lessen notably their
ler ce; they prevent green sickness bv restoring regu-
ea Ovelnents to the organs; they awaken vital motion,

et Ise the acidities and dispel the heaviness of the
Sth prepare it for easy digestion, and give,in short, to

e ole economy a comfort that one would vainly seek

Naturai Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.
Rhe chlorides of sodium and magnesium and bromide of

blagneaium which the bitter water of Friedrichahall contains,
Ces it amongst the most efficacious in Europe, and I

t rrd this spring as a real treasure, whose great value muet
eueign0jized by all who have experienced its salutary and

al effects."
JUSTUS VON LIEBIG.

Vechy Water Company,
)4'MRGARET ST., REGENT ST., LONDON.

]ortation of all French and German Waters, Wines
e..te.

JOHN REYNDERS & CO.
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,

Manufacturera and Importera of

SURGICAL
AxN

Orthopedical Instruments

SKELETONS,
AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

The Latest Improvements and New Inven-
tions òn hand and constantly received

from our Agents in Europe.

Au illustrated Catalogue and Price Lt
no in pres ; the same will be mailed on applica-
tion to any addresa as oon au finished.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.
CITY OF NEW YORK.

.SE SS IO N 0 E' 1874-'7 5.
E PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1874-75 will commence on Wednesday, September 16, 1874, and continueL openng of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on special subjects and daily llures, will b given as heretofore, by the members of the Faculty. Students desi;ëto attend threcmmended to atten the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter is not required. During the Preliminary Ter fiansd didsctie lectures ill be given in precisely the same number and order as in the Regular Session.THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 30tl, 1874, and end about the lst of March, 1875.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D.,Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Woinen an<i Children, and President of the College.JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., FORDYCE BARKER, M.D.,Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Worne"Prfo!Prncpls AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D.,Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine. Prof. of Obstetries, Diseases of Women, Diseases of In fOcl
FRANK H- HAMILTON, M.D., LL.D., Clinical Midwifery.Prof. of Practice of Surgery with Operations and Clinical Surgery. EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D.

LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Gynecology.
Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery and Clinical Surgery EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.,

ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D. Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and ClinicalM
P fLinc R a Oere S . . AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.D.,Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery. Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secrete

W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., the Faculty.Prof. of Principles of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D.,System and Clinical Surgery. Prof. of General, Descriptive and Surgical Anato'Y
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.Fées for Tickets to ail the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Tern, including Clinical Lectures..Matriculation Fee............................................00
Demonstrator's Ticket (incîuding material for dissection) .......... ............................. ...............
Graduation Fee
P or Nhe Lnnuaî Circular and Catalogue, giving re lations for graduation and other information, address the Secretary o theProf. AUSTIN FLINT, JR., Bellevue Hospital Medical Colfege.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LACTO-PHOSPILA TES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonic.

RHIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
Wine and Aromatics. in the form of an agreeable cor-

dial, 2 gre. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloide of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini..
dine, Chinchonine, andfifteen drops of free Phosphoric Acid to
each half ounce.

In cases convalescing from adynamic fovers, in al] condi-
tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
exertion, dissipation or bal habits, in chlorotic or anæmic
women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children,
-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
may be taken for a protracted period without becoming
repugnant to the patient.

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the
Pharmacopeuia may be added, each fluid drachm making the
64th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
combination in dyspepsia with constipation and beadaches.
this compound is prepared with great care, and will be main-
tained o standar purity and strength. Prepared by

T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANÇUFACTURER OF

SURGICAL AND DENTAb
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

THE subscriber would again remind the Modical
Dental Profession that he still continues to mahsture his celebrated Instruments, in all the various bravob

Assiduous attention to the details of the businesi ebd
an experience of thirty-five years has afforded, hasneDn
him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the P' i1; bdfor which they are intended, a desideratum which 1 W t
appreciated by al] wishing to purchase Instruments'
are reliable and of long and well established reputatioo.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted...· 00
Aspirator, No. 2, . 00
Aspirator, No. 3, "......

All the Latest Improvements and Noveltle

All orders entrusted to his care will be promptlY atten
to.

ÀýO Catalogueq furnished. on application.-

Oct., 1873.
HORATIO G. Ke

No. 21 North Sixth St, PhiladelPbi>
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UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.
(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1875-'76.

.HODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting Surgeon Toronto
General Hospital and the Burnside Lyingin-Hospital.-159 Queen-st. West.

Piof. of Obstetrics, and Diseases of Women and Children.

. BEAUMONT, M.D. ; F.R.C.S., Eng. ; Consulting J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D.; F.O.S. Lond.
Surgeon Toronto General Hospital. Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

Sureo eTroto s Pnrao ial uge
Ermeritus Prof. of Surgery. 1J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.B.,

BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.1.C.S., Lond.; Attending Physician Burnside Lying-in-Hos-

g.lit; F.R.C.S., Edin. ; F.O.S., Lond. ; Consulting pital.-144 Bay-st.
Physician Toronto General Hospital, and Burnside Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology, and Assist-
]ying..ing-iHospital.-24 Gerrard-st. East. ant Lecturer on Obstetrices, &c.

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery. W. H. ELLIS, M.A., M.B.; L.R.C.P., Lond. Instructor

~4LTER .in Chemistry, College of Technology.
B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P., i Prof. of Chemistry-Geueral and Practical.
Pod.; F.O.S., Lond.; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos- . ro S M.. .R.C.S., Eng Yongest.

1 tal.-Cor. Gould and Yonge-sts. H. ROBERTSON, M.B.; M.R.C.S., Eng.-255 Yonge-st.

Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine. Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive an Surgicai.

TO, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.- J. FRASER, M.D.; L.R.C.S.. Edin.; L.R.C.P., Lond.

334 Yonge-st. Physician to the Hospital for Incurables. Demonstrator of Anatomy.

Prof. of Physiology and Sanitary Science. A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond

OVERNTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng. Microscopy.
Prof. of Pathology and Medical Diagnosis. C. W. R. BIGGAR, M.A.-Botany.

e Session will commence on FRIDAY, the 1st of Oetober, 1875, and continue for Six Months. The Lecture
IW4tbe delivered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information respectin

,t res Fees, Gold and Silver Medals, Scholarships, Certiticates of Honor, Graduation, &c., will be given in th

oannounicement.
I. M. HODDER, Dean. W. B. GEIKIE, Secretary.

ILECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOA

EICÂAl USE.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

Pr.r BOSTON.
11 acaMinot, M.D.
A.Beach. M.D.

prà f CHICAGO.
prof. Davis, M.D.

• Janes S. Jeweil, M.D.

p DETROIT.

j hea. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof, ames F. Noyes, M.D.

Lro Aibrt B. Lyons, M.D.
Crtu n Cnnor, M.D.

NEW YORK CITY.
Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.
Prof. Lewis A.Sayre, M.D.
Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.

PHILADELPHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
Prof. B. Howard Rand, M D.

CANADA.
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-

tharines.
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'n
Dr. John R. Dickson, M D.,

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho-

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.,

Fergus.
Lv I DI~ Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D., Ham-

j- R. Bauday, M.D.ilton
SB. Johnson, M.D. - Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto

Ga1vano-Faradic Manufacturing Company,
167~ EAT ail-h ~ - ~iIENNT GI{I~

iftm sqr34 h Srr' IN -W
P01SALE BY LYMAN ý BROQ., TORON TO.L., eend for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use.
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HARVARD -UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BOSTON, MASS.

Ninety-Second Annual Announcerment, 1875-76.
FACULTY OF MEDICINE:

CHARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. ROBERT T. EDES, M.D., Assistant Prof. of Materia Med1CALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of PhysilOgO'
JOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatol'
OLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. and Instructor in Surgery.HENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. FREDERIC I. KNIGHT, M.D., Instructor in Percutsli0
JOHN E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. Auscultation and Laryngoscopy.
CHARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetries J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery. ,and Medical Jurisprudence. REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathoî0
FRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory gical Anatomv.

and Practice of Medicine. THOMAS DWIGHT, JR., M.D., Instructor in Histologi'JOHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetries. EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Che0is
HENRY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmology. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant DemonstratorDAVID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. Anatomy.
JAMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor in ChemistrY.

Other Instructors:
FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Ja., M.D., on Syphilis.
GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, Instructor in Obstetrics.
J. ORNE GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., on Otology.
JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D., on Diseases of Women. CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseases of Children.CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of Children.
JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseates of the Nervous System.

plan of Study was radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teachSIaTHE plaand jractical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. This year begins September 30, 1875, and Onds O#the last Wednesday in June, 1876; it is divided into two equal terms, with a recess of one week between them. Il'of these two terms is more than equivalent to the former " Winter Session," as regards the amount and character oinstruction. The course of instruction has been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over three years, and has beearranged as to carry the student progressively and systematically from one subject to another in a just and naturai Ord
in the subjecta of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and pathological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for,
added to, the usual methods of instruction.

Instead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of theyears' period of study, a series of examinations on all the main subjects of medical instruction has been distribl' 7
through the whole three years ; and every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactory examinatiun in every o0#the principal departments of medical instruction during his period of study.

DIVISION OF STUDIES.
For the Firat Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.For the Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Theory and Practice of MediiClinical Medicine, Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
For the Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, SurgerlChnical Surgery.
Students are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and prollciency. Students who began iprofessional studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanced standing ; but al persons who apply for admission to Xsecond or third year's class, must pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the class to which thOYadmission. Examinations are held in the following order -
At the end of the firat year-Anatomy, Physiology and general Chemistry.id "e secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy. g" " third year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical MedicinOe

ExamnatonsareSurgery. d eExaminations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning September 27th. Students who do notto offer thomselves for a degree will also be received at any part of the course, for one term or more. Any studenobtain, without an examination, a certificate of his period of connection with the school. eeREQUIREMENTs Foa A DEGREE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; must have studied medicine 0full years, have.spent at least one continuous year at this School, have passed the required examinations, and bpresented a thesis.
Couasa ROF GRADUATEs.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional faefor pursuing clinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subjects as may s ecially interest them, the Facultyestablished a course which comprises the following branches :-Physiology, Me ical Chemistry, Pathological Anaho-Surgery, Auscultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Py'0logical Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, Gynecology and Obstetries. er. Single branches may be pursued, and on payment of the full fee also the privilege of attending any of the 91 1exercises of the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, and all oth r rights accorded by the Uieo itwill be grànted. Graduates of other Medical Schools who may desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this UDivwill be admitted to examination for this degree after a year's study in the Graduates' Course.FEEs.-For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200; for one Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for Gradt.Course, the fee for one year is $200, for one Term, $120; and for single courses such fes as are specified in the

logue. Payment in advance.
Mombers of*ny one department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatilous in anydepartment without paying additional fees.
Fer further information, or Catalogue, address

DR. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylston, Street, Boston, Mass.
* In and after September, 1877, an examination on Outrance will be required. For particulars se Catalogne
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DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHIORODYNE
IS THE ORIGINAL AND:ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish,
ahn and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and

rotnlate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that
arvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. CoLLIs BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he gave

te narne of

CHLORODYNE,
d which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy ever

dBeoQvered.
ORLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy

ediscovered.

ORLORODYNE is the best renedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.

Uo CRLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,
onp, Ague.

eRLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrhoa, and is the only specific in Cholera and Dysentery.

ORLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.

)4R51LORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Touthache,

a ugitis, &c.
Extract from Indian Economist.

1 We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by our

nT&Iuent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior to

pO e in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is yet
ytappraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medical

but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of two-
of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing."

kt " Barl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul

b a1illa, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any servioe was CHLORO-
•" -See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.

Pormerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.
etiQe "have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have neyer met with any medicine go eMca-

t4oe0 " a n Anti-Spasmodic and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrha, and other diseases, and am
Perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. TRomAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.

h «.î Will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most effi'acious remedy I ever used, afford-

e relief in violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has suffered for

ser *ith periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obi ain relief from other rermedies, sueh as

&c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horncastle.

e have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon It as au excellent direct

tivO and Anti-Spasmodic. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, aad from whatever eause. It

4ea feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seemi te possess this great bdvantage
al1 other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effecta."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
It 1 without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.

%bliCerr!oX.-The extraordinary medical reports on the effieacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that the
cshould-obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyue."

h Volc-Ch'ancellor WooD stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BRowNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that the
story of the Defepdant, FaEEMAN, was deliberately untrue.

ef th L'rd Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentation
decisou of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
hemaists throughout the lan: confirm thisfdecisionjthat Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.

MULSold in Bottles;at is ld., 2s 9d.-, 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words "Dr. J.
e18 BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical
Ulony accompanies each bottle.

la NUFACTrURER -J T. DAVENPORTi-, 33 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLooMSBURr, LONDON.
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LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SESSION OF 1874-5.
The Collegiate Year in this institution embraces a READING and RECITATION TERM, aDd a REGULA 1or LECTURES.
The READING aud REoITATION TErM will commence October 1, 1874, and close at the ,mmencement of the Regular Term.The REGULAR TERM will open March 2d, 1875, and ci se the last week in June following.The Loe ISLND CdLEGE HOSPITAL was the first, ii this country to unite a Hospital and a Medical School, for the purP*euurlng more thorongh demonsfrative teaching. The 11uspital ja uudî3r the immecliate control uf the Regeuts and council of the Coland therefore fully availab'e lor al puiposes of practical instruction
Over twelve thousand patients are treated an tlly in this institu on--hen ce the cllnical mater ial is ample. Advancedstudents Ifres accen8 te thse Wards of fthe Ho8pital. The practical departmeLts ar. th- refore largely taught at the bedside.For circulars, address-

SAMUEL G. ARMOR, M.D.,
Dean of Faculty

The Eleventh Annual Course of Lectures
IN lIIE

EdiDopar tt of the tUnIversity of W*ester
LOCATED AT

L~EV~EDLAl~D, OT ,
Will begin Wednesday, October ôth, 1875, and continue until the last WednesdaY

February, 1876.
Medical and Surgical Clinics, Tuesday and Friday of each week, at Charity Hospita0

College Clinic every Wednesday.
The Summer Session of Recitations and Clinics begins the first Monday of April, and lasts twelve weeks.

FACULTY.
G. C. E. WEBER, M.D., DEAN.L. FIRESTONE, M.D. H. J. HERRICK, M.D. D. B. SMITH, M.D. W. J. SCOTT, M. D.C. W. NOBLE, EsQ. H. W. KITCHEN, M.D. JAMEs DASCOMB, M.D. A. C. MILLER, M.DT. CLARKE MILLER, M.D. A. METZ, M.D. JOEL POMERENE, M.D. J. H. LOWMAN, M-D•

For further information or Catalogue, address T. CLARKE MILLER, SECRETAYpo.
112 Prospect St., Cîevelsndl'

Ozone Gon.erator.
B Y this simplo, cheap, and reliable process, Ozone is generated in s

tinued stream of air, fit for inhaling, without causing the irritatio0 (
the respiratory organs, which is observed in Ozone generated by tO.rne
electric batteries. The principle utilized in this process is known tog e
Ozone, and as such it will be recognized at once by chemists and phY5teit complies with the known Ozone tests, and oxydizes powerfully all oydl Ormnatters. which can be easily tested. The curative properties of OsO' ay
well known, but the lack of a ready, trustworthy and cheap mode of geing and applying it has limited its use very much. This apparatus endit
every one to test the virtue of Ozone or Ozonized air as an antiseptie rew5 e
and its usefulness in affections of the respiratory organe. The aPa*raiprice $10, C.O.D., will be sent by express, or, as may be directed; for di
fecting purposes, for filling large rooms, meters, etc., the apparatus is l0
order. Address, CA.HRBS~

CHAS. H1ORNBOST10
No. 56 (Room 26) BRoADwAY, NEw YORK.

Dr. T. A. HOPwPxANN'S apparatus for making Ozone largely for hygienic purposes and without irritating the 1s05s thé obeapest, best and most available yet brought to my notice.
New York, February, 1876. W. W. HALL, M.D.
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EENE h y ROaEt
WROLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STs.. TORONTO.

he following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject te

et 8uctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price
Iicludes the bottle. gr Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to May 1st, 1875.

40b. 2c 0c0O
Car
0
5bolic.......oz. O 07 Iodine, resub .. .. ........ .. oz. 0 75 Rad. Rhei. pulv.. .... .... .. lb. 2 00

Sulph. Ar. . oz. bot. 0 20 Jalapin...................... 1 75 Santonine ................. oz 0 65
SlYdrocyan ............ 1 0 23 Lin. Saponis............8 oz. bot. 0 24 Soda Bicarb................ lb 0 20

Carb lb 0 25 Liq. Ammon.. 0 17 " Potass. Tart . 88
Nit. ............ 8 oz. bot. 0 22 " Arsenic .. 0 20 Spir. Camphor.. ........ 8 oz. bot 0 24

0Sulph.... . . 033 "Bismuth 0 45 " Ammon. Co.......... " 0 24
0 28 " Donovan ..........8....." 0 28 Syr. Aurant............... 0 20

. Pot. Tart.. oz 0 08 "OpiiSed . .1 60 " Codeia................" 0 90
xit. fus 1 30 Potass. ....... ... 0 17 Ferri Iod.. ............ " 65

s oab.8 oz. bot. 0 63 Mist. Ferri Co........ .. 8 oz. bot. 0 20 " 'Strych. Phos. Co ...... " 0 65
ar oz 0 35 Morph. Sul. ............... oz. 6 00 " Hypophos............." 0 45

. 0 30 " Mur 6 00 " Phosph.Co............ " 0 40

r ydrate " 0 15 01. Crotonis ................ 0 30 " Seneg............... 0 30
Fue 0 15 " Jecoris Asselli.. lb. 0 25 " Scille................'" 0 20

lb. 1 40 " Olive Opt.............. " 0 30 Tinct. Aconit .............. " 0 24
oz 0 60 Opium.... ............... oz. 0 85 " Arnica................" 0 24

h,>'lv 0 13 Powd .... 1 00 Calumb..............." 0 20

xjýi4ttsa...lb. 1 25 Pil. Aloes...............gros. 0 30 " Camph. Co............ " 0 20
Soz. 0 20 " " et Ferri 0 30 " Cardam. Co .......... " 0 24

, le G0 12 " " My0 38 " Catechu .............. " 0 20

e"tian 0 05 Assaftid .............. OS0 30 " Cinchon Co .......... 0" 0 24
es<7ciamAn " 0 20 " Cath. Co., U. S.... ..... " 045 " Colch.Sem............." 020
.9 Co., An" 0 30 " Hydrarg, Mass ........ lb. 1 75 " Digital.. ............. " 0 20

l .Vom" 0 75 " " Subchlor. Co. gross, 0 30 " Ergot:... ........... " 0 30

0o. acum " 0 07 " Rhei. Co .............. 0 35 " Ferri Perchlor ......... " 0 18
h 0 50 " Podophyllin, Co.. 0 40 " Gentian Co.. .. .. .. .. .. " 0 20

" 0 30 Plumbi Acet............... lb. 0 25 " Hyosciam............." 0 20
oe soc 0 90 Potass. Acet .. .0 60 ' lodine ................ " 75

1 10 Bicarb 0 35 " NucisVom............" 024
Alyc, cacia, u " 0 60 " Bromid .. . 1 00 " Opli .. ............ 68

à pure .......... lb. 0 30 " Iodid.. 00 " Rhei Co.............. 030
e t oZ. 0 12 Pulv.CretaCo.......... 75 " Valr................ " 020

, et u it" 0 65 " C Opio.. 1 00 " Verat Vir ............ os. 0 25
cin ,phoi 0 18 " Ipecac3 00 Ung. Hyd. Nit .............. b. 0 70

0 15 " " Co.............. 2 40 " Zinci.................. " 0 40
Chlor" 0 15 " Jalapa .... 2 00 Vin. Ipecac....... ..... 8 oz. bot. 030
C r 012 Quin;e Sul.................o. 2 65 " Antim................. " 0 24

gu&SOrtment o!f Trusses' Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constant
*4 ! rllable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ;Hali-Scabs, $1. Esmarch's Tourniquet, $4.50. Enemas from 75c.

MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS ASSISTANTS WANTED,
SITUATIONS WANTED,

-OR-

&Utely Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Virus PRACTICES FOR SALE,

Obtained by the method of One Dollar each insertion.

rINUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,
tted bY Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the

o ase of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in
k . ï and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF
frr enrYl A. Martin, with virus aind autograph instructions
th ae an of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,

rgest and most perfect in the world.
1QE CRITICISM AND NEWS.

IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF

10 . .................. $2.00. The independent organ of the Profession, andthe largest
and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

ARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY lssued promptly on the 1st of.each month.
SELECTED..................$5.00.

t. Subscription $3 per annum in advance. Single
oe lài fully warranted effiient. It will be packed C»

th perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use copies 30 cents, for Sale by
4q0eay each package. Remittances muet .accompany

afdelivery of Virus insured. WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

.HENRY A. MARTIN & SON, All Communications containing Remittances, Drafts or
Post-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FuLTUr, M.D.,

Boston Highlands, Mass, Manager, Toronto.



The Banning Truss and Brace
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Fig. No. 19.

SPINAL PROP
APPLIED.

Fig. No. 14.

Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEVE

Unrialed fo the treatment of
Angtla Curvature, gives no pain,
restrains ne motion, and makea no
show through the drecs.
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Banning Truss & Brace Co's.

For lateral curvature of the 9006.The general action i to revers
body's weight, and so, deP
gravity of its depressing force.

Fig. No. 7.

.1e aboye cut reprenta BAN-
Nm!'s Non-FIrTon SELW-ADJUsT-

r AG B&C TÉsM, applied for the
retention af inguinal femoral
and umbilical bernia. Acta upon
the principle of removing visceral
wteght f rmhernWa openings. Ia
111, cool ad self-aejustabe, sud
lu absolutely a ma.Prletion Trus.

or
MECHANICAL SUPPORT

Es the unqualifned endorsement of over ive
thouad of the leading medical men of thiaunt d Europe, and has been adopted by

to ntheir practice.

PRACTITION ERS
Report to the Medical Journals and to us that

SPINAL DEFORMITIES

MkIX1, DIPÂCIXTX
whli.l bave gone through the whole catalogue of
ot 1na Propu, Corseta, Abdoml& Snp.
p q.d Pessaries,

YIELD READILY

Our System of Support.

The above cut repreent's
IMPROVED ABDOM INALSUPF o

ieel visceral weight, 006jj
recting e truncal bes

itsatacmet, BANNINe's J

BD DIIIJ. UrznWEM Xe -0ln supprtng the va I des
on each side, thus, whl e1041.e
the vagins, restoringth ;ý%or overtaxed uterus [wlthOu
ing it] to its normal posltiD.

BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE CO,, 704 Broadway, above 4th St.
No other office or Address. Send for Descriptive Panplhlt

N. B.-The numbers of the above Figures.refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List N

nom
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